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PAN AM'S ENROLLMENT ROSE TO SIX PER CENT:, WHEN 61915 STUDENTS ENROLLED DURING REGULAR REGISTRATION. •M~~:~~d~lveos)

Pan Am Registration Exceeds Estimation
(Ed. Note: Figures listed
below do not include late

registration. Late registration
figures were not available at
pres$ time.)
Pan American
spring semester
not only exceeded
director
of

University's
registration
Bill Morris'~
admissions!

predicted 6,809,but also bettered
last year's figure by six per
cent.
Morris' figures show that the
Edinburg campus registration
attracted 6,915.
Registration, according to
class, included 374 beginning
freshman; 1964 returning freshman; 1315 sophomore~; 1143

juniors; 1140 seniors; 177 undergraduate special students;
653 graduates; 146 special
graduates and three special
high school students.
Registration on the Brownsville campus includes 410
students. This shows a 22 per
cent increase over last year's

spring registration.
Registration at the Brownsville center by class includes;
126 juniors; 115 seniors; 27
special
students;
122
graduates; and 20 special
graduates.
Money collected at regular
registration for the entire individual student enrollment

'Tiny Alice' Cast In Regional Festival
Regional competition of the
American College Theatre
Festival will be held in Fort
Worth on Feb. 19-22. Competing
in the festiva] will be seven
universities from Texas,
Oklahoma, Arkansas and
Louisiana.
The Pan American entry,
"Tiny Alice" by Edward Albee,
which was performed last

semester on campus, was
chosen as one of two plays for
regional competition during a
festival at Southwest Texas
State University in November.
Only two plays were selected
from 33 entered in the
November festival.

festival to present shows at the Alliance for Arts Education and
National American Theatre the Smithsonian Institution.
Festival in Washington, D.C., at
1n the November festival
the John F. KeMedy Center for
Thomas Jarrett and Solis, two
the Performing Arts.
members of the cast, were
The National American selected to compete for the
Theatre Festival is presented Irene Ryan Scholarship award
of $500. Only 17 persons were
by the John F. Kenned) Center selected to compete for this
,.....
_,_...., award.,._
for the Performing
Arts, The national

________________________________ _________ ___ _____ _
As many as three plays may
be chosen from the regional

Pan American News Highlights
Handboo\ To Be Revised
Ricardo R. Chapa, dean of
men, is compiling suggested
revisions to the student handbook, "Standards of Student
Conduct and Campus Llfe," to
include recent revisions and
additions.

Suggestions for changes are
being accepted by his office, UC
102 until, Feb. 14, 1975.
New law Test Course
Through the efforts of the
Placement Office , pre-law
Society and Dr. Jerry Polinard,
head of the Government

Departments, a new course will
be offered this spring to pre-law
students.
Dr. Polinard will teach the
course which will prepare
future law students for the
Lawyers Scholastic Aptitude
Test.

Drugs Pre-law Subject
" Drug Laws and Youth, " 1s a
community project the PreLaw Society and Region I are
preparing for all interested
Valley schools.
The program is designed for
grade levels five through 12 •

I including tuition, fees, lab and

fees) by the University reached
$830,680 according to Ray Ortiz,
comptroller.
Ortiz explains that much of
the money collected is in the
form of cash equivalents.

Filing Deadline
Deadline for filing petitions
for vacant student government
offices is Feb. 7. according to
Bob Scott, election chairman.
Petitions must have 2!j student
signatures and be turned in to
the student government office,
University Center, :n4. A 40
word paragraph staling the
candidate's platform must also
be turned in by Feb. 5, said
Scott.
Va cancies now existing
resulted from senators who
have been graduated, who have
more than two unexcused absences from meetings or in
seats that were never filled .
To qualify for senator's seat,
a student must not be on
scholastic probation and musl
be currently carrying at least 12
hours, said Scott.
lnformation on
vacant
senator's seals may be obtained
from the student ~overnmenl

office.
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Peru ~eminar Offers
Social Science Credit

Continuing Ed To Offer
Wide Variety Of Classes
Continuing education at Pan
Am will complete its second
year with approximately 33
courses offered this spring.
Most of the five to 12 week
classes have already started or
will begin this week.
Although no college credit is
offered for completion of
continuing education courses,
program
director,
L.A.
Youngman believes Pan Am
students may enjoy enrolling in
some of the courses. Youngman
pointed out that in many cases,
students hesitate to enroll in
college courses which are not
required but which may lower
their grade point average.
Through continuing education,
students may enroll in a special
interest course at a minimum
cost without having to worry
about a possible low grade.
Youngman cited a number of
courses which might Interest
Pan Am students, including
beginning photography, home
decoration, regional history,
reading for speed and comprehension, beginning swimming, leathercraft, social
dance, an auto maintenance
course and readimtc; in science
SERVICE ON A L L ~

Many of the instructors for
I.he continuing education
courses are Pan Arn faculty
members and the other also are
experts in subjects which they
will be teaching.
The continuing education
program began in September of
1973. Last semester, approximately 500 persons participated in ,the cmrrses and
approximately 250 are expected
this semester. The courses are
designed to interest persons
from college students to senior
citizens. The cost is $1 per
contact hour plus $1 for insurance. In many courses,
senior citizens receive a half
price discount.
Course tuiti on is the only
funding
the
continuing
education program receives.
According to YoWJgman, the
cost is minima I and the range of
subject offere, is wide enough
to attract a variety of persons.
Most courses meet om a
week for two h.ours,
nd
depending on the number of
schedule(i. meetings, they will
run for t\ve to 12 weeks.

PARTS

ACC~SORIES

CYCLE SPORTS CENTER
Your Kawasaki Dealer in the Metro Area

212 Miles North 281

A
four-week
seminar
scheduled for June 10- July l in
Peru may pravi'1e a n.._ -way
to earn three hours credit in
history, geography or political
science for Pan Am students.
The seminal', spon e~y
the division of inter-American
affairs and international
education, will introdu · a
group of American students to
the geographical, political and
historical aspects of Peru.
The entire growvvill be J.ee .,, a
coordinating professor, but
individual groups from different schools will have their
own faculty..sponsor. Ttfe Pan
Am group will be led by Dr. Joe
Wilson. of the history department.
The seminar ·wm include
visits to Peruvian sites and
universities with lectures and
discussions conducted by
Peruvian professors and experts scheduled throughout the
trip.
Reading assignments to be

fiction.

787-9091

Pharr

PAN AM GETS
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lhe Pen American, sludenl newspaper
111 Pan Amer;can Unl..,ersf!y, ls publl'-hed
1>y s1uaenl Publlcat1ons, Em!lla Hall 100,
pllone 381,2.5'1. ar Ed,nburg, Texa5, each
Wednesday excepl auring examinations
~nd ho!ldays under Or. Mike Nevarez, vice
presldenl tar student affairs: and Harry
Quin. advisor. View,, presenled are thOSe
of students and do not necL'!>Sarlly reflect
lhOse of the university administration
subscr,ption price by mall. SJ a vear
ccmtribUtions and letters to lhe l!dltor
should be submol!i!'d by noon the Friday
bl!lore puf>hcahon. Bolh may tie ccllled.
Lerters shOuld not exceed 2>0 words 111
·length

completed before the trip,
combined with infocmation
gathered during the seminar.
will provide scores for a
research paper at the conclusion of the seminar.
Credit will be available both
at the graduate and undergraduate level. No definite
cost has been determined, but
the trip is expected to cost
between $1,000 and $1,200 per
student.
Students interested in more
information about the seminar
should contact Dr. Arnulfo
Martinez, vice-president for
inter-American affairs and
international education, in
education building, 143.
Pan Am's participation in the
seminar is made possible
through its membership in the
Association of Colleges and
Universities for International Intercultural Studies, Inc.
ACUIIS' membership includes
35 universities throughout the
nation.

Summer Study Available
In Graz Center, Austria
A unique kind of learning
experience will be available to
students at Pan Am this
summer through Pan Am's
membership in the Association
of Colleges and Universities for
International - Intercultural
Studies, Inc.
ACUIIS will sponsor study in
various areas from early July
to late August at the Graz
Center in Graz, Austria. A
group of American and
European students will convene
at the University of Graz for
study in English.
Later on, each student will
select an area of specialized
study which will take him to
different parts of Europe. The
areas include Eastern and
Central European studies,
Russian and Soviet studies,
German language, music and

an institute of international
business. To undertake their
study, the students will travel
for seven to 10 days in the
countries relating to their
chosen area of study.
The only qualification for
attending Graz is completion of
one year of college work.
Students will receive six hours
credit for participation. The
cost for the summer study has
been estimated at at least
$1,000, but travel, meal and
personal expenses will increase
the figure.
Students interested in obtaining more information
should contact Dr. Arnulfo
Martinez, vice-president for
international affairs and international education, in
education building, 143.

Paper Work Bogs Down
In Bureaucratic Shuffle
Ron Keller

bewilderment of the person' he
is actually paid to serve ,
Some administrative perMany people feel gwte insonnel in this country seem to so dignant toward those people
greatly enjoy routing people occupying administrative
from one office lo another that positions,
especially
in
these adminiJtrative personnel government offices. There
lose sight of their goals and seems to be a stereotyping of
objectives and replace them these administrative perwith a delight in the sonnel; these sterotypes are

383-8061
OPEN:
MON. THRU SAT.
9:30--5:30

LET

UNIVERSITY RECORD SHOP
NEXT TO NO RIGHT TURN ON RED

HELP YOU MAKE THIS ARECORD YEAR WITH THE
BEST IN TODAY'S SOUNDS!
SOUL PLUS ACCESSORIES
ROCK
8TRACK TAPES
4S'S
SPANISH LP'S
COUNTRY & WESTERN

generally less than favorable.
All too often we picture our civil
servants as over paid, over
weight and under worked. But!
Let us not be unfafr. These
administrators are responsible
for several trend-type activities
popular in every part of this
nation.
The administrators who fit
into the previously mentioned
pattern have developed ·a very
sophisticated
form
of
recreation to be enjoyed on
company lime. For example,
let us examine the relatively
uncomplicated steps in the
··Bureaucratic Boogie," and the
"' Paperwork Polka.''
The "Pa perwork Polka"
involves the tremendous
number of forms which must be
completed in order to process
an application through a series
of government channels. The
military has long been
notorious for its forms, and the
strict adherance to proper
paper channels. The state and
(See BOOGIE, Page S)

Pan Am Honor ROlfJCOniPiiedYPAGEa
Three-hundred-and-ninetysix Pan American University
students are listed on the fall
semester honor roll. All but five
are Rio Grande Valley
residents. There is one from
Houston, one from Ft. Worth,
one from Reynosa, Mexico, and
two from Canada.
Seventy-seven students are
on the 4.0 grade point average
list and 319 have a GPA ranging
from 3.5 to 3.9.

The aD-A students with 4.0
averages listed alphabetically
by hometown are:
EDINBURG - Anne Brann,
Arthur Dunnell, Sara Dutch,
Beatrice Egle, Jaime Flores,
Barbara Flowers, Thomas
Jarrett, Johnnie Jett, Theresa
Martin, Judith Martinez, Susan
McCabe, Leanna Morse, Gale
Murrell,
Harriet
Nolen,
Paulette Riggio, Gloria Saca,
Patricia Sebek, Jo Ann Sherman, Lucina So 1 Terry Taylor
and Jinnea Zarate.
MCALLEN - Paul Barnett,
Kathleen Beardsley, Thomas
Blackwell,
Josephine
Gilbreath, Josefa Guerra,
Mario Guerra, Margot Hicks,
Aida Hurtado, Marcia Mitchell,
Sharon Myers, Rosemarie
Newsom, Andrew Podlesny,
Jr., Dwight Smith. Deborah
Taylor, Diana Van Burkeleo
and Celia Zavala.
BROWNSVILLE - Cilia
Barron, Stephen Bart, Roland
Boswell, Juana
Galindo,
Bernardo Garza, Uriel Gonzalez, Marilyn Martinez, Linda
Morgan and Rel?_ecca Salinger.

sen, Elizabeth Glasgow, Lindslee Greer, Maureen Hare
Jennifer Heisler, Robert~
Hernandez
and
Richard
Hinojosa.
Also, Michael Hogan, Lynda
Holbrook, Steven Jackson
Bobby Kelley, Sherry
Diane Leidner, Andrew Lopez,
Raph~el Lopez,
Michael
Matson, Ida Mechler, Arnoldo I
Molina, Dora Moron, Georgana
Nickell, Raebel Nino, Yolanda
Olivar'ez, Henry Payne, Sr.
Roman Peisinger III, Jose
Perez, Joyce Pruitt, Armando
Puente, Cynthia Rendon, Felipe
Rendon, Maria Robles, Earl
Rogers, Debra Rutledge,
Sharee
Salazar,
Lucille
Siebenaler, Dora Soto, Doran
Sprecher, Glenn Sprecher, Nina
Staffel, Roger Thomas, Alba
Tinsman, Benjamin Tudor,
Hector Villarreal, David
Walthall, Patricia Wolfe and
Carol Yoder.
MCALLEN - Jesus Banda,
averages of 3.5 to 3.9 listed Herbert Barnett, Gloria
alphabetically by hometown Barragan, Cristela Beltran,
Gordon Bird, Steven Blott,
are:
EDINBURG - Patricia At- Debra Bragg, Bobby Byrnes,
wood, Margaret Beane, Cynthia Nelda Caballero, Esther Casas,
Bishop, Lynne Braden, Barbara Richard Cawthorn, Karen
Breaden, William Brough, Conine, Patricia Connolly,
Angela Brown, Charles Bruce, Yolanda Cortez, Ivy Darling,
Minerva Carranza, Diane William
Davis,
Nelson
Gloria Cropus, Ernestina Devilliers, William Fit.zgerald,
Cuevas, Blll Devaudrecourt, Jr., Joseph Fogarty, Gilbert
Janie Dollins, Daniel Drefke, Galindo, Jr., Maria Galindo,
Michael
Dunnell,
Brian Homero Gallegos. Yolanda
Dutremaine, Nancy Faust, Garcia, Enriqueta Garza, Hilda
Raquel Figueroa, Jose Garcia, Garza, Jorge Garza, Petra
Roberto Garcia, Norma Garza, Gonzalez, Carlos Guerra, Rosa
Cynthia Gayken, Sherri Gert. Hernandez, B an Jennings...!

MERCEDES -- Valerie
Edgemon, Jesse Howell,
Cynthia Mata, Gloria Rincon,
Barbara Schwarz and Santiago
Silva.
HARLINGEN - Ann Cline,
Stevens Crowe, Mary Hickman,
Romelia Quintanilla and
Catherine mvevadet.
MISSION - Johnny Beall,
Gloria Farias, Rosemary
Gonzalez and Ruben Lopez.
DONNA - William Hyatt,
Nancy Hyslio, Margaret
Leadbetter and Alberto Macias.
WESLACO - Susan Cain,
Jose Lamas and Beaty Smith.
SAN JUAN - Hilda Lopez and
Anadelia Rodriguez.
LYFORD - Juan Cavazos and
Katherine Krupala.
LOS FRESNOS - William
Davis and Patricia Wilborn.
ROMA - Linda Figueroa.
El.SA - Olga Ramirez.
SAN BENITO - Patricia
Ramos.
Stu.den.ts with grade point

finally ...
Stereo Rock

Lair:

Tom Kesselring, Jacquelyn
Laffoon, Nellie Lamas and
Donald Lee.
Joyce
Longoria,
Also
Thomas Loomis, Juan Martinez, Melissa McBride, Carole
McLellan, Sandra McVey, Ana
Ortiz, Iris Ortiz, Robert Osborn,
Michael
Polito,
Sandra
Richardson, Charles Rieber,
Robert Rios, Maria Elena
Salinas, Maria Elva Salinas,
Cornelia Schulke, George
Sedas, Graciela Silva, Ralph
Simeone, Pamela Slayton,
James Steele, Martha Taves,
Malvin Thomas,
Sandra
Thornton, Rosa Torres, Silvia
Villarreal, David Waddell, Lilia
Warkentine, Lewis Weaver,
Margaret Williamson, Kathye
Wilson and Martha Zavaleta.
MISSION - Virginia Alanis,
Maria Anzaldua, Charles
Austin, Michael Buckley,
Raquel Casas, Jerome Ellard,
Ramiro Farias, Jr., Allie Fix,
Diana Garcia, Elizabeth Garza.
Leonor Garza, Ricardo Garza,
Elsa Guerra, Dianne Gutierrez,
Dora Hernandez, Gilberto
Hinojosa , J.uana Hinojosa,
Richard Hogan, Edward
Honeycutt, Jr., Kirvin Kaufman, Robert Kelch, Connie
Lewis, Luiz Mendoza, Sylvia
Moreno,
Rogelio
Pena,
Margaret Quintanilla, Reint
Rieke, Antonio Rivera, Jr., Gail
Scherer and Alicia Vela.
HARLING EN
Bruce
Barker, Patricia Briggs, Linda
Brundage, Olga Canas, Pablo
Cortina, Charles Fankhauser,
_Jr., Patricia Fitzgerald, Fer-

r

nando Flores, Mary Flores,
Hector Garcia, Maria Garza,
John Gilbert, Clara Gonzalez,
Maria de Leon, Betty Lindamood, Raymond Lisauckis,
Roberta Martin, Anita Martinez, Nelda Olivo, Catherine
Poor, Olivia Rendon, Linda
Ritchi~. Thomas Vinson,
Marsha Youker, Fred Young
and Peggy Zeissel.
BROWNSVILLE - Vanessa
Alaniz, Hugo Braesicke, Joyce
Brogdon, Susan Cotton, Ashley
Fields,
Carlos
Gomez,
Guadalupe Gonzalez, Alfonso
Gutierrez, Jr., Mary Logan,
Benilda Lopez Maria Lopez'
Robert McCall, ~r., Herrnelinda1
Medina, Susan Wing Palmer,
Karolyn Putegnat, Hector
Reyna, Debi Rhodes, Maria
Rivera, Estella Robles, Rosario
Trevino, Francisco Valdez,
Raquel Ybarra and Ruth
Zuniga.
WESLACO - Noble Allen,
George Almaraz, Lloyd Bietsch, Beatris Carranza, Llonel
Castro, James Dostart, Dolores
Gomez, Joyce Goode, Orlean
Henicke, Bonnie McManus,
Juan Rodriguez, Davis Russell,
Nelda Salinas, Mike de los
Santos, Michael Smith, Abel
Solis, Tomina Vance and
William Veal.
MERCEDES - Elizabeth
Flores. Linda Flores, Jose
Garza, Gary Gulley, Cathev
Hinojosa, Kandyce Kious,
George Metzger, Liselotte
Pinkerton, Victoria Rivera,
Gilda Salinas, Leonard Serna,
(See Honors Page 6)
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Physician Gandy
Joins Health Service Staff !"Jl!'li~~"'

This semester, students at
Pan Am will be offered the
services of a physician - conSlillant through the Student
Health Service in Emilia Hall.
Dr. Theodore Irving Gandy

will perform the duties of a
reglllar physician - consultant
two half-days per week on
Tuesday and Thursday. The
new addition is joining Pan Am
after six years as director of
student health at the University
of Wisconsin in Milwaukee.
Since earning his medical
degree from Howard University, Dr. Gandy bas conducted
IJrivate practice in Michigan
and has worked in a number of
foreign countries in various
medical roles.

Faculty Senate
·Meets Today
The Pan American University Faculty Senate will hold its

DR. THEODORE GANDY

... New Physician

first meeting of the new year at_
3 p.m . Wednesday in the
University Center room 307.
According to Dr. Fredrick
Von Ende, chairman of the
senate this semester, the main
business of the meeting will be
to elect new officers.

BOOGIE
"boogje" generally begins on
the first floor of a public
building and includes numerous
stops on as many floors and in
as many offices as the various
admioistJ:ative personnel feel
the- applicant will tolerate. An
applicant can feel relatively
rertain the " Boogie" has begun
when the administrator asks,
"You're not in a hurry, are
you?"
It is easy to learn to rapidly
spot the adnuni.strative persoonel who ij_t the previously
defined stereo-type. They are
generally characterized by

having an assortment of snide
remarks prepared and readily
at hand whenever the applicant
tries to ask a question, state an
observation, comment on the
office's efficiency, or merely
mention the weather. These
people are masters of the 3:t of
being completely and disarmingly offensive while politely
smiling. Tuey do seem to enjoy
their play.
The " Bureaucratic Boogie" is
alive and well, and is all around
us. If you have followed along
th.is far, you can now chuckle,
and remember your inititation.

:JI," 1}oung
CO-ORDINATES FOR THE COLLEGE GffiL
•EVERYTHING FOR THE FEMALE GYMNAST

EL CENTRO MALL

787-2901

TRAFFIC PATROLWOMAN - Yolanda Ramos likes what she's doing . .. writing tickets.
Mrs. Ramos is a graduate of the Harlingen Police Academy. She is Pan Am's first
patrolwoman.

Security Gets New Face
By SALLYPREIMSBERGER

Women have come a long way
as contributions to the
professional world in the United
States since the day of blind
obedience go " hubby."
According
to
Barbar a
Walters, co-host of the National
Broadcasting Company's
" Today," show, there have
been many changes in the way
men feel toward women and the
way women feel toward
themselves. She sees other
changes to come from women's
bid for equality.
Pan American University has
assisted the change by hiring
Yolanda Ramos , the first
certified campus security
patrolwoman.
Although not an advocate of
women 's lib herself, the fiv~
foot-two sophomore set her goal
on becoming a certified
patrolwoman. As a representative of Pan American, Mrs.
Ramos enrolled in the
Harlingen Police Academy. The
class total was 50 of which five

OVERSTOCKED

LEA~AN

were women.
Among her 280 hours to accomplish her certification Mrs.
Ramos underwent field exercises in self defense, riot control
and an optional course in
Federal Bureau of Investigation fireanns . Students
also had to learn to march. This
took a short while to get used to
but the pretty brunette got the
hang of it.
"They used to call me Gomer
Pyle at first because I would
turn the wrong way ;" she said,
Despite the teasing Yolanda
enjoyed every minute of her
training. "There were some
men who were against the idea
of women being there. My
husband never held me back
because be understood that I
wanted a career in law enforcement.''
To help her along in her
career. Mrs. Ramos decided to
include the FBI firearms course
in her curriculum. She learned
to handle a 38 caliber pistol and
a heavy 357 magnum. Grading_
was based on timing and a ccuracy at different angles and
stances.
" I would like to encourage
more women to become involved in law enforcement,"
Mrs. Ramos said, adding she

would like to see a women's
reserve on campus. She
recommends that all women
interested in law enforcement
earn a degree before going to an
academy and ·'to be sure of
their vocational choice."
As for herself , she decided
upon the police academy before
the degree, in order to put
textbook knowledge into
practical use.
Basic requirements for entering the academy inc~ude
membership in an orgaruzed
establishment such as the Pan
Arn security department or a
police department, being a high
school graduate and having no
criminal record.

he Pan America
Classified Ad
Twe,uv cen ls a

line with ·.,·

minumum or 011e dollar each in
1n5erhon p~yable In nllvance
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GuatemalanJ ournalPrintSf Bfc--;iiti~i"iia1Biograp11y1
Miller'sInformativeArticle lTo Include Dr.Dominguez i
By BILL GRIFFIN
Dr. Hubert J. Miller,
associate professor of history,
recently had published an article, "The Church and State
Question in the Guatemalan
Constitution of 1879," in
Guatemala.
The article appeared in
"Universidad de San Carlos
Publicacion Anual," a journal
published by the University of
San Carlos, the national
university of Guatemala. It was
translated from English to
Spanish by Jorge Lujan Munoz,
a professor at the university.
The article is concerned with
liberal refonns incorporated
into the
Guatemalan

street, the priest dressed as an
ordinary citizen.
Fourth , the clergy could not
participate in politics. The
clergy became second class
citizens by losing the right to
vote.
The fifth decree gave control
of the cemeteries to the state.
Previously, the clergy operated
the cemeteries as church
property.
The sixth reform forbade
religious marriage before the
civil ceremony. The civil
marriage was the only form
recognized by the state.
The seventh and most Important refonn prohibited the
church
from
operating
educational institutions. No
parochial schools were allowed
and priests were expected to
attend the national university.
Even before the constitution
went into effect, Barrios
allowed exceptions to be made.
Th~ . Sisters of Charity, a
religious order, was permitted
to remain in the country. The
sisters operated the only

constitution of 1879. The
reforms were made during the
presidency of Justino Rufino
Barrios, who is considered the
Benito Juarez of Guatemala.
It was hoped by the liberals
that the reforms would end the
political and economical ~
Duence held by the Roman
Cstholic Church prior to the
Guatemalan revolution of 1871.
The reforms began as
presidential decrees made by
Barrios beginning in 1871ultimately added to the new
constitution. The seven basic
changes called "La Reforma" federal governmental agencies
are similar to the reforms ~ have revised and refined the
sti
mihtary's forms greatly.
·tuted in Mexico by Benito
Most agency forms have
Juarez.
1ved to a state of being more
evo
Th e first decree returned to complex
than one would care tc
the state all property held by imagine or describe. The forms
the church. The only property have been made to take 00 a
retained by the church was that
•
direc.tly used in worship, personallty · The personality
they assume is of course that of
mearung the church buildings. the
administrator
who
Secondly,
no religious originated the form. The forms
communities were allowed to really seem to become a direct
opeTate in the country. Various at.tempt at making the apreligious orders, such as the plicant feel like an illiterate
Franciscans and Jesuits, were fool. Rather than providing the
expelled from Guatemala.
Th th
applicant with a paragraph of
e ird decree prohibited concise instructions the formthe remaining clentY to wear filler-outer is forced to either
religious garb_!n public. On the l¥,lzaard his way throu

hospitals in Guatemala and
were desperately needed according to the article.
•

Gradually, many of' the
reforms were altered. Today,
the 1clergy is again operating
schools in Guatemala. The
religious orders have since
returned to the country and
permission to wear religious
dress in public was granted.
For the brief time the reforms
were enforced, the complete
separation of church and state
was accomplished.
Dr. Miller was able to carry
out his research with funds
from the Smith Mundt student
Exchange Grant from 1959 to
1960. Most of the material for
his article came from the
national and church archives in
Guatemala.
It took three months for Dr.
Miller to gain access to the
30,000 pages of historical
docwnents dating from 1871 to

Dr. Sylvia M. Dominguez,
assistant professor in the
foreign languages department
has been included in the
Bicentennial Memorial Edition
of "Personalities of the South."
'"This outstanding and
historical edition will contain a
cross-section of Southerners
from all walks of life who
represent America's heritage in
the years 1975-76," states Dr.
Dominguez' notification of
award.
Dr. Dominguez has been on
the foreign languages faculty
since 1960, and she bas
distinguished herself as an
outstanding faculty member in
a nwnber of ways. She has

served as faculty sponsor of
various clubs in those years,
including El Club de Espanol
and Alpha Chi national honor
society.
Recently, she completed her
second
Spanish
drama,
"Samuel La Carretilla." Dr.
Dominguez' other play, ''La
Comadre Maria," was written
and published two years ago
and presented in and out of the
Valley.
"Samuel," financed by 8
university research grant, also
will be published,
Dr.
Dominguez said. The play is
scheduled for presentations in
the mid· Valley during the
spring semester.

CANTU'S
PHARMACY
511 Sooth Closner
3&3-1239

1885.
Dr. Miller is one of the few
U.S. citizens allowed to study
the church archives.

BOOGIE

maze of printed material, or
abandon the whole idea.
Another less than desirable
aspect of the ·•new generation"
of forms is the type of information required by the
administering agency. The
applicant's marital status and
similar public record v1· tal
statistics would usually be most
of what was asked by the
standard military form. Again
the sophistication of the
•'"Pc1perwol'k Polka" becomes
more and more evident. The
intent no longer seems to be
de
foun d on gaining necessary
information, but rather to try to
embarrass the applicant as
li~~~~~~~"~~~~~~~~~~~~kJa many times as is possible.
JOCKEY
This is but another aspect of
ARROW
the personality of the fonn. The
S
• tort> For Mt•n
applicant can now actually hate
1-ree Gift Wrapping fhe. yea, round.
the form and transfer some of
HAGGAR
SOJ,JTH SIDE SQ_UARE;,
FLORSHEIM
his hostility from the "egoEd b rit 383-1801
tripping" administrator to the
inanimate piece of paper.
Office administrators also
participate in the "Paperwork
OVER 15,000
Polka." A report, written and
rewritten several times, was
RECORDS & TAPES
recently released by a branch of
To Choose From
the military under the title,
"The revised revision of the
..U Our Discount
revised version, revised." It
Prices.
included several fonns and
applications to be used in that
Authorized Dealer For
Crown-Revox-Bose
office's operation.
Phase Liner
The high point in the
J~i},,!:_i.~~~~~.1~1..~'n,,'fl,;4..,.r.~...ff...J~!IPllm~~~~...ia:~~i "Paperwork Polka" is reached
(See BOOGIE, Page 10)
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BEYOND THE ORDINARY

0

407 SOUTH MAIN

McAUEN

N;;;ANUL;~AMEc;,;~g;; May Affect Student Vets
'

In 1974 severaJ laws were
3. The veteran must have
passed cha~ging veteran been originally entitled to the
benefits affecting many o{ those 36-months.
veterans attending Pan Am A
It must be pointed out,
brief accoun~ of three of those though, that to obtain this exlaws follows Ill the hope_ that It tension a person must go to the
may clear up any questions. 0 veterans Administration and
Emilia Hall, 102,
Bill request the extension.
Miller and Arnaldo_ Perez,
No change of program or
veterans representa~ves . £or course other than a normal
tbe Veterans A~tion, progression from an associate
will clear up any questions that degree to a bachelors degree
you may still have.
may be authorized. either at the
PUBLICLAW93-508
beginning of or during the nine, Viet
am E~a Veterans month period Erom the program
Readjustment Assistance Act of pursued, when the original
1974)
entitlement was exhausted.
Basically, besides the inPUBLIC LAW 93-337
crease in payments, this ~w
( Two Year Extension of
includes a nine-month ex'U:nslon Benefit Times)
for all veterans who previously
Previous to this Jaw's being
had ~ ~month ~titl~ent. To passed, the veteran had a
be eUgtble for this run_e month period of eight years to use his
extension three requ1.rements entitlement to benefits. ow the
must be met.
laws have been changed, and
1. The veteran must not this period bas been extended to
already have a degree.
10 years. National Guard and
2. '.fhe veteran must be reservists. who have had active
pursumg the same ~r~~~ as duty for a period of one year
when he exhausted bis 1n.1tial 3&- continuous are now eligible for
month entitlement.
'
--1111111111111111111!1!1~~~~. .

!

educational assistance. Pertaining to those eligible, certain
active duty for training performed may be counted for
educational benefit entitlement
purposes if it was followed at
some time by one consecutive
year or more of active duty.
VFTERAN HOUSING ACT ot
•- ~
1974
nus act increases the veteran
loan guarantee from $12 soo to
'

''Where People Are
Really..• Our Business,,
CARRYING THE MOST FAMOUS
NAMES IN WEARING APPAREL ..
DITTO'S
CALIFORNIA THREADS
LEVI
.HAGGAR
DONN KENNEY
BOSTONIAN
lANGTREE
GOLDEN VEE
FRITIZ Of California

The Pan American Univer•
sity Planetarium Observatory
will show "World of the Ancient
Mayas Revisited" on Friday,
Jan. 24 at 7:00 p.m, and 8;30
A Sunday matinee will be
shown on Jan. 26 at 2:30 p.m.
'l'his--show has been
rescheduled due to popular
demand and ~specially for the
benefit of winter visitors. The
presentation explores the works
of
the
ancient
Mayan
civilization, achievements in
astronomy, mathematics and
architecture. The night sky will
be shown as the ancient Mayans

Vernon Weckbacber and Llnda
Worley.
DONN A
Anastaci a
Alejandro, Silverio Arenas,
Jr.,
Carolyn Dupas, Becky
Fitzgerald, Debra Freeman,
Debra Jefcoat, Scott McLain,
Aida Palacios, Debr a Patterson, Julianne Radosevich,
Jose Vega and Lazaro Yanez,
Jr.
PHARR - Inalee Blackwell,

Gilda Gana, Cherie G<lSsett,
Sylvia Guerra, James Joyce,
Mar)' Linnard and Allredo
Zuniga, Jr.
SAN JUAN Beverly
Garrett, Rita Gonzalez, JeaMe
Mosley, Judith Salge, Hector
Serna, Jr., Otto Uhrbrock, Jr.

saw it thousands of years ago
and the show will be illustrated
with slides of the pyramids,
observatories and buildings In
Yucatan, Guatemala and
Honduras.

Reservations may be made

M

ayan

Sh

OW

by calling the office at 381-3537
or 381-3521. Admission fee to the
planetarium 1s cents for
students, 50 cents for faculty,
staff and teachers with ID
cards, and 75 cents for adults.
Shows are not designed for preschool children.

H!1SrOFHE~S
MEN'S

\ 9 20 NORTH TENTH

------

WEAR

JERRY CUR L

MCALLEN

-

The Friendly People
Of

THE FffiST STATE .
BANK & TRUST CO.
Of Edinburg

WELCOME

and Maria Villescas.

ALAMO -· Olga Baldazo,
Aidanela Canche, Garland
Guenther, Marilyn Jeske, San
. ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __. Juana
Rodriguez.
Prado and Carlos

OPEN SUNDAY 10 TO 7

11=====;;==;;======;;=~~=-"::""l.:="":~:""':::"':::::'°=!!:::':::::":::::::5:::::=~

compelling reason is no longer
needed.
Under the new law r, ,500 can
be loaned to buy a lot on which
to place an existing mobile
home that is owned or being
purchased
For additional information
vets may see Miller or Perez,
in Emili.a Hall, 102 or phone 3812282.

Planetarium/Observatory Schedules

HONORS

LAS PALMAS SHOPPING CENTER
EDINBU RG

$17,500. The loans have also
been extended in time. For
example a mobile home on a 10
year loan is now being extended
to 20 years. .
Where once 1l wa~ nece.c;sary
to have a compelling reason
such as relocation and also the
release of the Veterans Administration
from
the
responsibility of paymentto get
housing entitlement back, a

RAYMONDVILLE - Fran
Coghlan, Rosario Garcia,
Miguel Lopez, Diana Rios and
llvia Rios.
SANBENITO
Nancy
Borello, Patricia Corkill,
Richard McCurry, Mary Miller
.ind Abel Morales.
PORT ISABEL - Cecilia
Castillo, Julia Daniels, Lupita
Delgadillo, Frances Etheridge
and Maria Rodriguez.
LA FERIA- Lorna callaway,
Margie Reger, Brenda Thomas
and Nancy Traylor .
ROMA - Refugla Gonzalez,
Ventura Gonzalez, J r ,, and
Maria Guerra.
RIO GRANDE CITY - Petra
Gomez, Maria Lopez and Raul
Valle, Jr.
LA JOYA - Ruben Trevino
and Linda Wyant.
LYFORD - Nelda castillo
and Mary Garcia.
PENITAS
Alberto

All Students, Faculty And Staff

NO SERVICE CHARGE
For Student Accounts

ASK ABOUT
The All-American Account
12ServicesFor0nly
$3 A Month

Esquivel, Jr.
FRONTO

-

Myrna Mon-

talvo.
SULLIVAN CITY

- Elvia

Garza.

LA BLANCA - LydJa McCain.
EDCOUCH - Rosalio Jalomo.
ELSA - DeruliS Smith .

LA VILLA - Rita Vera .
COMBES - Gloria Salinas.
RIO HONDO - Mark Kroll.
HOUSTuN - Susan Touring.
FT. WORm - Wilfried Sch•
mitt.
MEXICO - Mireya Cardiel.
CANADA - Herbert Berzins.

BR.ITISH

COLU MB IA,

CAN \DA - Robert Bettauer.

FIRST STATE BANK
& TRUST COMPANY
OF EDINBURG
100 East Cano
Edinburg.Texas 78539
MEMBER FDCC
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LRC Bids Near
'With architectural plans now
in the final staJ?es. bids for the
Learning Resow-ce Center are
scheduled to be taken within the
next week, according to Dr. J .C.
Nlchols, vice-president for
academic affairs.
Once a bid is accepted ,
construction is expected to
begin right away. The projected
two year construction means
the LRC will be completed in
tbe spring or summer of 1977.
Construction plans for the
building have been underway
for more than a year, but an
LRC staff has J:>een actively
operating in the library.
Headed by director Leslie
Gower, the staff includes Ken
Brock, audio-visual media
coordinator; and Jerome
Nagel, head of the audio-visual
engineering staff. Jose Barrios
had been coordinator for
computer assisted instruction,

but he has resigned to go into
private business. A new staff
member to fill that position and
a curriculwn development
coordinator will be chosen
later.
The four-story LRC will lie
adjacent to the Liberal Arts and
engineering buildings. Covering
approximately 142,000 square
feet of floor space, the LRC will
house all the media students use
in studying, including the
library, audio-visual media and
computer assisted instructlonal
media.
When completed, the LRC
will be the largest building on
campus, comparable in size to
the Fine Arts Center and
physical Education Complex
combined. It will be rectangular in shape with a twostory annex. Each floor will be
approximately the size of a
football field.

ANDRAE CROU~ THE DISCIPLES, the number one soul gospel group In America
will be at the Pan Am Field House Jan. 'l:l.

Crouch & DiSciples To Perform
University Center Program
Council and Campus Life will
present Andrae Crouch and The
Disciples in concert at the Pan
Am fieldhouse Jan. 'J:l at 7:30

CONDOMINIUM HOMES
2 b~room, 2 _bath and l bedroom, 1 bath luxury homes in
Edinburg, Mission, and McAllen priced from $16 900 &o
$34,900. Good financing and low down payment.
•

519 South 4th

lsrJCil

p.:m.
Formerly the Crouch Singers,
Andrae and The Disciples have
been named America's No. 1
soul gospel group by Billboard
magazine. They also received a
nomination for a Grammy
Award in 1970.
The group has made a1r
pearances on the Johnny
Carson Show and several other
national TV programs. They
have appeared in concert at tbe
Hollywood Bowl and sold out
New York's Carnigle Hall.
Last summer Andrae performed before 30,000 persons
at a Baptist Youth Convention.
Crouch has also done a great
deal of oversea 's work. He has
performed in Japan, Hong
Kong, the Phillipines, Thailand,
Vietnam, Gennany, England,
Scotland, Norway, Sweden,

Fdinburg

r·---·
---Po,,~,·,

1-----~=;.________......
383-5198

for The Perrect G1!t Everytlme.Jewelry
A Gilt That Will Last Forever

no N. 12th

383--2432

Edinbll!'g

Australia, Inrua, Egypt and
Samoa.
The Disciples Include Sandra
Crouch, Dabibelle Hall, Bili
Thedford, Bill Maxwell , Perry
Morgan, and Fletch Wiley.
Andrea has written several
popular songs including "I've

Got Confidence, "It Won't Be
u:mg ," and "You Don't Know
What You 're Missing." Andrae
credits the gospel melodies
common among the black
chw-cb of his childhood for
much of his inspiration in song
writing.

WJt .&'Nr.t .lilRWRANGLERWRANGLER WRANGLER WRANGLER

~ ~- .

i

OJ;:;;~
-;'~.P2 ~WESTERN CENTERi

Mi. South of Highway 10~
McAllen
t!J
Where the
Price Rack is Alwavs Out!
::i.:i
WRANGI.ERWRANGLERWRANGLERWRANGLERWRANGLER

ti. ,.
V

1

'z

On 10th Street

BUY NOW AND SAY~
ON ALL YOUR WINTER
MERCHANDISE!
JACKETS And
SWEATERS
0/
SOME REDUCED
AS MUCH AS

50 /0

CASUAL And JACKETS
FLANNELS, SOLIDS,
CORDUROY, VALUES TO $23.00

REDUCED TO GO AT ONLY

s 121s

TWO GROUPS OF

SHOES
And BOOTS
BOTH UNBELIEVABLE

DOLLAR SAVERS FOR SALE!
DRESS SHIRTS
$10.00-$12.00
$13.00-$1 6.00

$6.75
$8. 75

ONE GROUF-

JEANS
ALL.
SIZES

$500

202 E. MclNTYRE

s10°0 &5139:v

SUITS & SPORT JACKETS

All Have Been Marked Down

Take Advantage

From

25% • 50% Off
GIRLS LOW RISE

JEANS
$699

JARMAN

GUY'S

DRESS PANTS

Reg. Price of
Up to $22.50
A Steal At Only

s109s

GOOD SELECTION

TOPS for GIRLS
HURRY FOR 1L2
THESE
72 PRICE

EDINBURG

Books to help you keep up. Books
to help you catch up. Books to help
you get your head together on
most any subject. Try us.

IIERE••.
UNIVERSITY

BOOKSTORE
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'Haven't/Seen ThisBefore?'

A Sporting Look At Last Semester
Pan American's able - bodied ween tbe San Antonio Spurs and
sporting persons did their thing the newly organized St. Louis
often and well during the fall Spirits. Even though the
semester of 1974. It was an campus was flooded by a
active few months for several downpour just a few days
of the athletes and the fans who before the game, several
watched them.
thousand persons turned out to
A few mileStones were passed watch the Spurs defeat the
and many progressive things Spirits 116-105 with rookie
happened to Pan American and "Fly" Williams leading all
its sports. Most people like scorers with 25 points.
examples ... so ... here's a caJ)fillle
There were numerous events
swnmary of last semester's and activities in less publicized
activities.
sports that involved several
Pan American as a growing trips to state competition. The
NCAA school expanded its volleyball women made a trip to
sports positions early in the state last fall, giving them at
semester. Dr. Amilda Thomas least three in a row for the last
was given the brand new job of few years; the softball women
Coordinator of Women's In- batted their way to state via the
tercollegiate Athletics at Pan district tournament; the women
Am while Jon Schill became who hold bowling close to their
director of athletic promotions hearts ended their season with a
in order to ease the ever- state tournament trip; and
growing burden of sports finally the badminton women
publicity at this major slashed their way to state,. with
two members qualifying
university.
Early in the year, before the outright and three others
Bronc basketballers cranked up earning a place by selection.
for practice, there was a major
Tennis fans probably can
sporting event in the Pan Am hardly wait for the spring
field house. Pan American season at Pan Am this year.
hosted an American Basketball The fall tennis Broncs reacted
Assn. exhibition game bet- to a resurfacing job done on
Beautiful Hair is Our Thing ...

ROFFLER Of McAllen
Professiona1 Hairstyling For Men and Women
1013 W1Steria
MA rn- 0
' • Mlle North of
~
Nolana Loo off North 1 oth Slreet
686-1511

FOR HIM~N-HER
The "Rafter" Shop
upstair.

the

place

for the
two of you.

Orville l. Cox stadium with
great enthusiasm winning no
less than 17 trophies during the
fall season. The team, consisting of 10 members, is the
most promising one ever for
coach Dennis Conner in his
seven years at Pan Arn.
A record number of competitors, 28, tw-ned out last fall
for the Bronc golf team and the
coach, Tony Guerrero, and his
boys had an impressive fall
which ended with a big victory
at the Brownsville tournament.
The cross country and soccer
teams did their thing with great
enthusiasm The soccer squad
ended its fall season with a 2-7-1
mark which included several
close games. The cross country
team, which incidentally

consists of only about one-half
dozen Broncs, ran its races with
the old man of the squad, Juan
Garza, being the featured attraction. Garza continues to
amaze his cross country
competition with win after win
which qualifies him for
numerous other honors.
Baseball players closed out
fall practice sessions with
successful scrimmages against
Bee and Temple junior colleges
and await the spring session to
begin varsity games.
Basketball has taken its
frontrunning position among
Pan Am sports· by ending the
year of 1974 with an 8-1 record,
which doesn't even include two
wins over the University of

Ex-BroncMoundsman Grabs
Minor League Glove Award
Pan American's all-time
winningest pitcher Lupe
Salinas, has added another plus
to his already great career.
Salinas was given the Rawlings
Silver Glove award for being
the minor league's best fielding
pitcher in 1974.
Salinas, who had a record 39
' wins in his four years at Pan
Am , played the entire year
without committing an error,
thus earning him the only 1.000
percentage in the country.
Major-leaguers are awarded
a Silver Glove for their efforts.
The Edinburg native is now a
pitcher 'for the Reynosa Class
AAA Mexican League club
which is lumped with all the
other minor league teams in
trying for the Silver Glove
award.

The top average next to
Salinas\ 1.000 was one of .996 ,
that figure being shared by
three players. They were Mike
Squires,
Knoxville
first
baseman:
Henry
Cruz,
Albuquerque outfielder; and
Biff Pocoroba, Savannah
catcher.

Toe 1975 baseball -Broncs
have started practice sessions
for their new season. The early
workouts probably will be

FREE MAKE-UP LESSONS

North

And The

Two Convenient Locations
219 East Cano
363-4511

Edinburg

1516 W. University
:{83-1381

FOR
CLASS ROOM INSTRUCTIONAL
MATERIAL

·tHE SCHOOL ROOM
OF
DICK OFFICE SUPPLY

1617 N. 10th

1807 North 10th

THE WHITE ELEPHANT
415 outh Broadwav
McAllen

-

The other Silver Glove
winners were Marcello Juarez,
Saltillo outfielder, .994 ; Bob
Wilfong, Orlando second
baseman, .986; Tim Nordbrook,
Rocheste shortstop. .975; and
Ben Cerda, Jalisco third
baseman, .969.

Baseball Punches Out
Practice Sessions

MERLE NORMAN COSMETIC STUDIOS

ffen]~

Mexico City. The bouncing
Broncs chased oul the year with
a trip to Hawaii and by hosting
the first southwest Conference
school in Pan Am's NCAA
history at the field house. The
rest of the basketball schedule
takes the Broncs to more
unexplored states and on more
traveling miles than any Pan
Am squad before them.
Closer to the campus, the
intramural programs, which
included football, basketball
and volleyball, each unreeled
and fotmd a champion. Only one
ex-sportsman
for
Pan
American's Broncs signed a pro
contract during the year. That
man was Leo McDaniel who
went with the Philadelphia
baseball Phillies as a pitcher.

McAllen

OPEN MONDAY THRU SATURDAY
10 A.M. TO 6 P.M.
PHONE: 686-9952

conditioning drills and batting
practice followed later by intrasquad games and infielding
drills.
The games for the Broncs
begin in early February with
the Broncs taking part in more
than 60 games again this year.
Lrult year the Broncs finished
the regular season with a 50-9
mark before losing two contests
in the District Six playoffs in
Arlington. They dropped one to
Louisiana Tech and one to the
University of Texas.
The squad will be put through
its paces by Coach Al Ogletree
and Assistant Coach Reggie
Tredaway.
Serving as tri-captains for the
brand new Broncs will be Ricky
Brockway, shortstop; Joe
Hernandez, outfielder; and
Craig Sebek, third baseman.

Garza
Continues
Efforts
Pan Am's own Juan Garza is
doing his long-run thing which
could land him a membership
card to the United States
national marathon teams in
1975 and 1976.
Garza covered 25 miles, :m5
yards in a course-record I for
American runners I time of lwo
hours and :1:1 minutes. That time
gave him a second place finish
in the Odessa rnce of a month
ago with only a West African
runner finishing ahead of him
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Bronc Round ballers Roll Up Wins
Pan American 's SW'prising streak is only 11 games.
and superb Br onc are riding an
Those 11 wins came against
11-game winninR: strim!: the University of Texas at
(Tuesday's game not included)
and are carrying the best won- Arlington, twice. ; Arkansas
lost record of any major- State, twice; Tulsa; Rice;
Lamar University, twice;
independent team in the
University of Hawaii, twice;
country. After opening with a and Texas A&I.
win over Southern Methodist
There are 74 major-college
and losing to Tt>"{B.S Christian in
indeoendent.s
in the country and
their first two games, the
Including Notre
Broncs put together an amazing all others,
Dame,
Marquette,
South
winning streak of 13 games. The
first two wins against the Carolina and Florida State
University of Mexico City do not have been beaten at least
- · ao the official winning twice.

The Broncs have six m<re
road contests In their final 11
games with five of them being
out-of-state battles. Only the
game played last night against
Hardin-Simmons ( no results
avaµable at this writing ) and
four more games will be played
in the Pan Am Fieldhouse.
Before the game against
Texas A&I last Saturday night
Marshall Rogers was carrying
the leading Bronc scoring
average at 25.8 points per
game. That average put him at
No. 11 in the scoring race of
NCAA teams in the country.
Three other Broncs besides
Rogers are doing an impressive
Job of putting the ball through
the hoop. Jesus Guerra has a 14
point average to go along with
w 8.4 assists a game, Gilbert
King has a 14.3 average to go
&Jong with his 13.2 rebounds a
game, and Julies Howard ls 1
dumping in 14.2 points to go
along with his 8.4 rebounds a
game. John McDowell is also
doing well on the boards,
grabbing an average of 8.8
rebounds a game for the
Broncs.
As a team, the Broncs are
averaging 80.9 points per game
while giving up 72 points a
•
oontest to their opponents.
This year's stellar Pan Am
aquad added another star to the.
winning record by attracting a
crowd of 5,600 to the fieldhouse
for the home game against
Arkansas State on Jan. 8. The
gym was mashed full and was
standing-room only for the big
matchup with Arkansas' tough

GQ,1111'!11,:' KING of Pan American's basketball Broncs show
his scoring touch tn a game played earlier this year. King is
presently leading the Broncs in rebounding.

IQU&d.

When asked about his view of
the situation of being the
1rinningest independent in the
country, Coach Abe Lemons of
Pan Am said, " It's nice to be up
there, but it's better to leading
the list at the end of the season
than right now, we've got a
tough road schedule ahead."

Pl1n'IN' ONE UP for the Broncs Is fr7 center Julies Howard.
Howard has been doing a steady job this year average U points
and nine rebounds a game.

FOR YOUR SMOKING
PLEASURE

CONTINUES WITH
GREATER SAVINGS
Selected Group
Of Coordinate

IMPORTED
CIGARS, CIGARETTES AND PiPES
0

Ill

PIPE REPAIRS

JACK WINTER
am Brands

Aud Other

1/2PRICE

WATER PIPES

j

- ~.......l.N

CUSTOM TOBACCOS

Madman

Mach

a

Arrow

QUALITY SMOKING ACCESSORIES

AT GREAT REDUCTIONS

D'Gala

Spire

-AT THE
- -

WOODEN INDIAN
f1ol',a,eeo

DRESSES AND PANT SUITS

t:S'-afJfl..~

.EI Centro Mall . Pharr-McAllen

1

--_787-8621
-Open: Mon.-Sat. 10 A.M. To 9 P.M.

Male

'Wear The Look Of Today
For A Lovely Tomorrow... ··

c!fJ,, c!ftJlfUlill '13,x. cfna
, JEA
AND HAR

o· co

~~7UMa1,·
NOldi

~
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U.C.P.C.
•PRESENTS•
THURSDAY, JANUARY 23RD
MOVIE, "DUCK SOUP"

SCIENCE BUILDING AUDITORIUM 2, 4:30 P.M.

MONDAY, JANUARY 27th
ANDRAE CROUCH AND HIS DISCIPLES

PAU FIELD HOUSE, 7:30 P.M.
TICKETS: STUDENTS- $2.00 GENERAL ADMISSION $3.00 RESERVED $4.00

Urban Internship Program
Expands To Include 31
Arter three
years
of
operation, the Urban Internship
Program at Pan Am has been
judged so successful by the
Lower Rio Grande Valley
Development Council that the
number of interns will be
doubled this semester.
Positions for 16 additional
interns will brmg the total to 31
interns for the semester.
Sponsored by the department of
political science, the program
places students in city and
government positions
throughout the Valley.
Funding for the internship
program comes through the
department of Housing and
Urban Development, but the
funds are distributed througn
the LRGVDC.
Students interested m filling
one of the additional 16 positions
may obtain applications from
Dr. Jerry Polinard. head of the

political science department in
office building A. No grade
point average or major
limitations have been set. A
student must have completed 60
hours of college work to qualify.
The internship program will
require a student to work 20
hours per week with a local
government agency. He will
receive a $1,100 stipend per
semester in addition to tuition
fee and travel allowance.
Students must also attend a
weekly seminar, but six hours
of credit will be awarded each
semester for participation in
the internship program.
During the fall semester, 15
students worked in a variety of
capacities with Valley city
offices. One student's internship took him to Peru.
According to LeGrand Weller
who directed the Urban Internship Program since its

LIVE MUSIC
WEDNESDAY THRU SUNDAY
FEATURING
"WHITE WING",..........
On Saturday & Sunday
Playing

PROGRESSIVE
COUNTRY

beginning
the
program
provides productive experience
in local government. City
managers, who work closely
with the interns, like the
program because it provides
the opportunity to train additional professional and county
government employees while
encouraging student participation in local government.
The expanded internship
program will be headed by
The academic director for the
expanded internship program
will be Dr. Robert Wrinkle of
the
Political
Science
Department.

PARK BOWL
WELCOMES 2ND SEMESTER STUDENTS
COME BOWL, EAT,. PLAY POOL 'N' FOOZBALL

lstFOOZBALLTOURNAMENT
JANUARY 27, 1975
1st PRIZE $25.00
2nd PRIZE $15.00
• NO ENRY FEE•
TOURNAMENTSTARTSPROMPLY
AT 7:30 P.M.
TEAMS SIGN UP BETWEEN
6 P.M. AND 7:30 P.M. JANUARY 27TH
LIMITED ENTRYS
SO COME EARLY!

PARK
BOWL
Your Fun
Center In Edinburg
Across From The Echo Hotel

BOOGIE
when the office administrator
fills out form No. i3067365.7648384. approved 1964, revised
1965, modified 1969, replaced
1971, readopted 1972. This is a
somewhat universal form for
requesting permission to order
the forms necessary for ordering more forms.
The office administrator is
unfortunately limited to this one
small phase of tbe "paperwork
polka." A citizen making an
application to a governmental
agency and having been indoctrinated via the "paperwork polka," can still become a
candidate for the more involved
·'Bureaucratic Boogie."
This begins with an admini st ra tor sending an applicant away from the proper
office and into any number of
other offices, none of which can
be of service to him. The

383-3864

CHICKEN IS BETTER!
HAMBURGERS ARE BETTER!
TRY

AND DICIDED
FOR YOURSELF
ORNER OF 21ST AND
EAST UNIVERSITY
EDINBURG

Robust German
Sp cialtles
Catering
For Special

Sandwiches

And

Occasions

Pastri s
"Come In For Lunch''

(See BOOGIE, Page 4)

-383-4669

Everybody feels like something else at Shakey·si Including
our employees. When they're happy, your happy. And that's
what makes Shakey's a great place for the whole family. So
come in and tr} U1e World's Greatest Pizza. With ice cold
suds and soft drinks. And meet our people. They're all
something else al Shakey's:

----------,
rL _BRING
ANDTHIS
GET AD
_ soc
_ _OFF
_ANY
_PIZZA
_J

#

Edinburg

.,

_;:.&!.

~~
...._

------:----SIRVICI WITH THI SPEfD 01 SOUND

oGo
Specializing in White FlowTaco & Tortillas

2263

Pecan

McAllen

Phone
682-09.21

®

815 EAST 9th
MISSIO

2220 PEC'i\
l\trAI.U•:

585-5961

682-o:m

1205 Slll"TII C'I.OS 'f:H
1-;1)1'\,Ht_;H.C;

:1x:1.:w11
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CENTURY

STARTS
1--::0=F EDINBURG _ _ _ _
F_R_ID_A_Y___
THE ODESSA FILE.
THE STORY IS TRUE.
THE ENDING WILL
STARTLE YOU.

NO RIGHT TORN
ON RED
DISCOPLEX

COLUMBIA PICTURES/ ADMSION OF COLUMBIAPICTURESINDUSTRIES. INC ~
who ha · become
oI Pacino,
lhe Godfather's
power hei
lin . __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __..

ART SUPPLIES

10% STUgfrlouNT

domain, discusses lhc complexili
and problem · of his life with h'
mother Morgana King in Franci
Ford Coppola's ''The Godfather,
Part 11,"Paramoun.t Pictures' con•
tinuittion of the Academy Awardwinning original film. Conceived
by producer-director Franci Ford
Coppola (who, as before, conaborated
withtoMario
Puzo)ona!>theascreenpla
companion
the
original, "The Godfather, Part II"
envelops the Corleone famil in
a l'hronicle that covers almost
three generations of successive
power. "The Godfather, Part D,"
co-produced by Gray Frederickson and Fred Roos, stars Al Pacino and Robert Duvall, Diane
Keaton, Robert De
iro, John
Caialc, Talia hire and Lee tras. !!' Tcchn_ico~r,

Q Q

1 1

E . 9 ,a

THRU JANUARY 31st

~ Altarnira ~aller1:1
120 S. 13th

EDINBURG
~

- ....__.:.'.,;,._

-

. ~

Can you solve this puzzle
of pursuit and escape?

,

.

/':\

~--------.,,,..,,...-------10%
10%
· THISADGOOD
FOR

THIS AD GOOD
FOR

CITRUS

NOW SHOWING

PAU

STUDENT

DISCOUNT

THESRACK:\:\=7
518 EAST UNIVERSITY
EDINBURG
"WE SELL TO PLEASE PEOPLE ... YOU I I
~ ,X'lij~ ~~ ~ - ·

,-

COMING TO THECENTURY JANUARY 3ist! !
Mrs. Devaney (MYRNA LOY, foreground) is jolted out of a pleasant alcoholic haze and her fellow passengers are terrified at their
mid-air collision in Uni11ersal's "Airport 1975" with an all-star
cast produced by William Frye, directed by Jack Smight and
filmed in Technicolor and Pana11ision with Jennings Lang the
executive producer.

\t-f\\\\

•~\)~.

-:.i'

DOUBLE KNIT

PANTS

saro

~[J'/a

~(I;~ ~
MEN'S

'POLYESTER

DRESSES

t'4t~

DRESS & CASUAL

STOP BY
SOON!

SHIRTS
UNDER

sgoo
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TENNIS
ANYONE?
rulcquetOub
HAS SOME FANTASTIC OFFERS FOR YOU!
•

SPECIAL TENNIS CLINICS FOR PAU
STUDEN_TS

8

6 HOURS OF CONCENTRATED IN•

STRUCTION

e

LIMIT .8 STUDENTS PER ~LASS

•

WORK WITH BALL MACHINE

•

CLASSES FOR
TERMEDIATES

e

MO NING,
AFTERNOON
AND
EVENING CLASSES AVAILABLE
STARTING FEBRUARY 10TH AND
11TH

•

PLUS VIDEOTAPE ANALYSIS

•

ALL THIS FOR ONLY S20 WITH 1.0.
CARD

BEGINNERS, IN~
AND ADVANCED

SPALDING AND THE RACQUET
CLUB WANT YOU TO TRY OUT
TH E I R
NE W
1 97 5
LI N E
OF
PROFESSION TENNIS · RACQUETS.
SO, THEY ARE OFFERING YOU
THIS SUPER DEAL. BUY A NEW
SPALDING RACQUET, AND THE
RACQUET CLUB WILL STRING IT
FOR YOU WITH SPALDING'S OIL
FILLED
NYLON,
FREE
OF
CHARGE. ALL YOU DO IS BUY THE
RACQUET.

TENNIS TOG SUPER SALE

so o/o f::L

MEN'S AND WOMEN'S SWEATERS,
WARM-UPS, FALL SHIRT, SHORTS, DRESSES, SEPARATES
AND PANTIES.

............
•••••••••••
~-··········"

,
····•·1·•···••ir
~

............
--

■■ -r

Club
NORTH l 0th AND HI-WAY 107
BETWEEN McALLEN AND EDINBURG
383-8821

PRO-SHOP OPEN:
8:30 A.M. TO l O P.M.
EVERYDAY

The Pan American
January 29, 1975

Edinburg, Texas

No. 16

Unranked Broncs Extend Streak; Now 15-1
Arnoldo (Pizza) Vera broke a
"' 62-62 tie Monday night when he
grabbed a rebound and sank the
ball to give Pan American a 6462 victory over Georgia St.ate
University with three seconds

remaining.

l Tl

VeTa became a hero to his
home town radio audience in
Rio Grande City, as the Broncs
extended their winning streak
to 14 straight games and season
record to 15-1.
Coach Abe Lemons said, "We
1the Broncs) weren't quick
enough. It was a good lesson.
We've got to quit being so
careless. We were caught flatfooted tonight."

~

~ It ·
~"}...•t
..'DIE BRONCS - have earned the right to be happy. After
nudging Georgia St. University, ~2 Monday, the team boasts
a 15-1 Record. Sitting (L-R, Front Row) John McDowell, Bobby
Byrnes, Jesus Guerra, Arnaldo Vera and Gilbert King. (Standing L-R) Julies Howard1 Cris Garcia, Marshall Rogers, Eddie
Gonzalez, Arnold Stamps, Willie Rimmer, Steve Washington,
Ray Harton and Jerry Williamson.
-

• N'....

Regent, Committee Meets
The committee assigned to
study the possible merger of
Pan American University to the
UT system by the Pan Am
board of regents will meet in
closed session today to orientate new members of the
committee, according to
chairman, Morris Atlas.
The 011ginal committee
consists of regents: Moises
Vela, Ruben Cardenas, and

Atlas. Student members include
Eddie de la Garza, student body
president and Cynthia Mata,
student senator.
·
Faculty members include Dr.
Frederich von Ende, assistant
professor of English and Or.
Amilda Thomas, of the Athletic
Department. Members chosen
from the Valley community
include J.C. Looney, of Edinburg and Al Cisneros, head of
~e Brownsville Port Authority.

Newspaper Changing
Dr. Ralph Schilling1 president
of Pao American University
bas consented to allow 'The Pan
American" to print his answers
to student's questions.
All questions should be addressed to the Editor ''The Pan
American" Emilia Hall.
Students
should
limit
questions to matters pertaining
to the operation and main-

tenance of the university and
policies and rules, omitting
personalities.
The paper will sport other
additions to regular coverage
a,; the semester progresses.
These additions will include
frequent reports devoted to Pan
Am people in the news, musical
and theatrical performances
and news summaries.

ID Card Pickup Moved
Pan American identification
card picture taking and pickup
has been moved from the
University Center to Emilia
Hall, 210 according to Tony
Vela, direct.or of student activities.

Vela said 1D card production
will begin at the new location on
Wednesday and continue until
Friday next week.
The ID card station will be in
operation from 2 - 4:30 p.m.
daily.

Pan Am suffered tfie only loss
of the season against Texas
Christian University in Fort
Worth by 70-SB during the
Broncs second road game of the
season.
Gilbert King led the Broncs'
scoring parade with 22 points
followed by Marshall Rogers
with 16, and Julies Howard with
12.
Eddie Young led the Georgia
State a ttack with 22 points and
gained assistance from James
Atkinson with 13 and Don Tyson
with 12.
Although Pan Am sports the
third best collegiate basketball
record in the nation, the Broncs

have not. received national
ranking. The Broncs, however,
have received votes in the
Associated Press poll.
Indiana, now 18-0, and La
Salle, 16-1, own the first and
second best winning records,
respectively. lndiana is ranked
first in both the AP and United
Press International poll and La
Salle is ranked seventh in th.e
AP poll and 10th in the UPl
rankings.
Pan Am played Georgia Tech
University after " The Pan
American" went to press
Tuesday afternoon.
(See Related Story, P-10)

Seniors Must Develop
Job-Hunting Techniques
(Ei[ Note: Some of the information in the following
article was obtained from a
story which recently appeared
lo "The NationaJ Observer.")
For the student who expects
to be graduated in May or in
August, now is the time to start
seeking post-graduation employment. Once he begins the
search, he may find a
bachelor's degree is not the only
key which can open doors to job
possibilities.
At Pan Am. as at many other
colleges and universities, a
prospective graduate may
alleviate his job-hunting
worries through the services of
the placement office. Romulo
Martinez, placement director,
emphasizes that his office does
not find jobs for students, but
rather helps students develop
job hunting techniques and
assess their potentialities.
One University of Chicago
placement official agrees that
the job possibilities may seem
gloomy now, but the future is
not entirely bleak for the jobhunting senior. Martinez expounded on this statement by
pointing out there are plenty of
jobs for students. The trick in
obtaining the job lies in the
students job-hunting skills.
"The chances of a student
being placed in the vocation of
his choice depend on three
things." he said. One is the
number of skills an individual

develops. The more skills a
student can claim, the better his
chances of employment.
Martinez says students limit
their chances for employment
by resolutely sticking t-0 only
one skill.
Secondly,
a
student's
willingness to relocate will
increase job possibilities for
him. If a student does not limit
himself to one geographical
area when searching for a job,
he may find his job offers will
increase.
Finally, Martinez highly
values the development of job
hunting techniques. When a
senior registers at the
placement office in university
center, 116,' he is requirecl Lo fill
out a number of forms which in
effect become his resume.
Martinez urges seniors to
register with his office early so
as to provide more time to
explore all possible avenues of
employment. By working
closely with his seniors, Martinez helps to make the three
factors he cited a reality for
each student.
In a national survey of
companies, the previously
mentioned Chicago placement
official found what may
superficially predict a gloomy
future for the college graduate.
Most companies plan to hire the
same number of college
graduates as the previous year.
Almost one third of the com-

panies plan to cut back on visits
and interviews at college
campuses.
Martinez said Pan Am interviewers are- as numerous as
ever. In fact, he said more
representatives from schools,
companies and universities
wouJd be on campus this
semester interviewing seniors
for jobs.
During the fall semester, 184
interviews were conducted here
by visiting school districts.
Company interviews totaled 509
and interviews by universities,
206. Looking back on such
figw-es, Martinez feels confident the Pan Am senior need
not worry about a job shortage.
Martinez said he could not
over emphasize the importance
of a student's development of
nwnerous skills and iob hunting
techniques. Successful
placement depends on the individual's
complete
understanding of himself, his
interests,
aptitudes,
motivation, strengths and
weaknesses.
Ultimately, agrees the U of C
official, the employment
market depends on how a
person looks for a job.
"Graduates who know how to
look, how to evaluate themselves, how to communicate
their assets, how to find the
places they want to work, will
be very strong competitors for
what's available," he cites.

Publications Committee Approves Editor, Policies
Craig Smith, La Feria senior
mass communications major,
has been approved as editor of
The Pan American for the
spring semester by the
publications committee of Pan
Am.
I
Smith succeeds Jim Town•
send, editor during the fall term
who resigned to become a
photographer at· The Daily
Review in Edinburg.
Smith has selected as regular
members of his staff Martha
McClain, Randy Willard, Bill
Griffin, Sally Preimesberger.
David
Newman.
Israel
Enriquez, Jot,n Simon. Hector
Cruz and Richard Givens plus
.several
volunteers
ju~t

names of three references
whom they have asked to write
letters of recommendation
directly to the advisor and state
their philosophy or policies for
the operation of the newspaper
or yearbook.
Minimum qualifications for
editorships require at least one
course in reporting and one in
editing in journalism or the
equivalent professional experience on a newspaper or
other publication or two years
staff work on The Pan
American or El Bronco. The
apnlicants shall have a
minimum grade point average
of 2 -00, have a minimum of 60
semester hours and be in good

beginning in mass communications. Ron Keller is the
graduate assistant advisor.
At the meeting Thursday, the
rules which a su~ommittee
formulated on selection of
newspaper and yearbook
editors were adopted. The rules
require this newspaper to
publish a story and display an
advertisement in the last issue
before March 15 of each year
inviting applications for the two
editorial posts and laying down
conditions and procedures for
appointment or the editors.
The applicants will apply
directly to the faculty advisor of
tile yearbook and newspaper by
April l. They wHI describe their
quallfic:atlons. pronde lhc

standing with the Division of
Student Affairs.
Members of the committee
which approved Smith and the
new qualifications for editorships are Alicia Cortez,
chairman; Carmen Garcia and
Fred
Longoria.
student
members: Dr. R. N. McMichael, Dan Alvirez. Steve
Pelphrey. Dr. Mary Schaefer,
Dr. Porter Stratton and Dr.
Barry Thompson with ex officio
members Dr. Mike Nevarez
and Harry Quin.
The committee received a
request from The Rio Grande
Herald publisher Lloyd Van
~esL to distribute his paper free
on campus. That request was
t.iken under consideration.

I,,...
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Construction Site
Familiar Sights
The work that the Braselton
Faculty offices in Southwick
Qmstruction Company is doing
Hall, Emilia Hall and also the
by the Fine Arts Complex is to
temporary metal buildings will
be the new art annex.
be moved to the new liberal arts
The triangular shaped annex building when it is completed in
is due to be completed the
1976. The two new buildings,
smnrner of '76 and will gather
costing about two and one half
under its one story roof wood
million dollars, will leave the
and metal art, print making,
present LA building for
jewelry and ceramics.
mathematics.
The new structure will
After both the
Liberal
rep~ ~e old quonset bu~~ Arts and the annex are comthe observatory and bring
pleted, the main Fine Arts
classes lrom the old campus
Complex will house only the art
together.
and music departments.
- nie new Liberal Arts Although speech and drama
Building, which is under the will move to the new LA
same contract, is to be a three- building, the studio theater will
story
building
having remain at the Fine Arts
classrooms for English, mass Complex for use by the
communications, speech, department.
foreign languages, history,
The Business Administration
political and
behavorial Building, which is being consciences, community· service structed next to the education
and law enforcement. The new building, is due to be completed
building, which will be the in March or April. This building
largest on campus, will have is constructed to make the
several
large
teaching maximum use of television and
auditoriums, student seminar computer facilities. Rather
rooms,
a
psychology than having a separate wing for
laboratory, classrooms of , faculty offices, as in the
various sizes and conference Education
Building,
the
rooms.
Business Building will have
According to Dr. J.C. Nichols, offices, classrooms and lounges
vice-president for academic in one building. Classrooms will
affairs, the new building will be tiered in a U-shape placing
have 80 offices for ftill and part- students no further than three
time teachers and assistants. rows from the instructor.

Job Interviews
Several ·companies
and ,
schools will conduct job
placement interviews with
interested seniors this week and
next.
Today, the Soil Conservation
Service
will
see
preengineering, geology and
business majors. Jan. 30,
Dresser Industries will interview all majors.
·
Feb. 4, the Contir.ental Oil Co.
will interview business administration, general business,
management,
industrial
management,
accounting,
ecology and finance and

statistics majors. The Firestone
Rubber and Tire Co. will interview seniors interested in
sales and the Waco Independent
School District and the Dallas
ISDwill also be interviewing all
majors in that date.
The Fort Bend ISO will interview all majors Feb. 5. The
San Antonio Northside ISD will
also interview all majors, Feb.
7.

Prospective graduates may
schedule interviews at the
Placement Office, in the
University Center, 116.

Newman's Schedule Masses For Spring
The Newman organization
has scheduled Catholic masses
every Thursday at 2 p.m., and
Saturday night at 11 p.m. at the
Student Center for Social Involvement west of the campus.
The masses will be celebrated
by the Rev. Je!T)'. Frank.

Episcopal communion will be
held at the campus Chapel of
the Lord's Prayer at 2 p.m.,
every Monday and Friday. The
celebrant will be the Rev. Buzz
Crist.
The Newman organization
invites all students and faculty
members to attend.

WHAT TO DO WITH A TON OF BRICKS?
... BPJLD A MAJOR INDEPENDENT UNIVERSITY.
Montage By Hector Cruz

Cra-111 Smith.
Reporters

Martha McClain
Bill Grillln
R•ndy WIiiard
Sally Prelmesber11er

lrculallon
Sporls Ed
Ptl0105

Ad Manager
GradAS$t.
Adv~r

Ismael Enriquez
D•vid Newman
HectorCru~
and Rfchard Given
John Simon

n,e Pan American, student newspaper
al Pan Amerlcan Unlverslly, Is published
by Student Publlcalions. Emilia Hall 100,
phOne 381 2541 , at EdmbUrg, Texas . each
Wednesday except during e>tamlna!lons
and t,olldays under Dr, Mike Nevarez, vice
president for student attalrs , and Harry
Quin, advisor Views pres_ented are 11>ns.,
of ~tudenls and do nor nec.,ssarlly rertecl
lt,ose .;, lhe un iversity admlnlslrallor,
Subscrfption price by ma,1 . S3 a year
ConTrlbullons and letters lo the editor
shouta be submllled by noon the Friday
before pullllcallon. 80th may be edlled.
Letters 5hould not e .. ceed 250 words In
length (Zip Code: 71S39)

Al,f~Vt?lhfVC.MV6
NEW HOURS
STARTING FEBRUARY 6th
WE WILL STAY OPEN TILL 9 P.M. ON
THURSDAY-FRIDAY-SATURDAY
FOR YOUR SHOPPING CONVENIENCE.

UNIVERSITY
RECORD SHOP
NEXT TO
"NO RIGHT
TURN
ON RED"

ALL MY MEN ............... .ALL OF THEM
ARE SAVING MONEY
AND
LOOKING GREAT...
BY SHOPPING AT THE EMPORIUM ...
NOW DURING THEIR CLEARANCE SALE
202 E. MclNTYRE

~~g~M)

EDINBURG
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TEA. Approves New Ed Program
. Pan Am was given a green
light to begin its new graduate
area of specialization in
bilingual /bicultural education
by the Texas Education Agency
recently.
This spring semester, 23
elementary teachers from four
Valley school districts are
currently enrolled as a direct
result of the grants awarded to
the department of elementary
education and the Pharr-san
Juan-Alamo School district.
The new program enables the
student an opportunity to earn a
master of education degree in
elementary education. Those
students successfully completing the degree program will
qualify for a professional
elementary teaching certificate
and bilingual certificate.
Currently enrolled in the new
program are 18 teachers of
migrant children from the
Pharr district. A grant from the
migrant division of the Texas
Education Agency provides the
teachers release time for study
and pays all tuition and fees.
The other five teachers

participating in the new
program are enrolled as a
result of a grant from the Tex.as
Center for the Improvement of
Educational Systems. The five
teachers are from the McAllen,
Edinburg, and Mission school
districts.
The new degree program is
based on competency and includes intensive field research
through the Pan American
University Elementary
Teacher Center in the PharrSan
Juan-Alamo
School

District .
The program also consists of
36 hours of course work in
Education, Sociology, English,
Spanish and History. Courses
will be taught in both the
English and Spanish languages.
Although Pan Am is in its
third year of conducting an
undergraduate program in
bilingual/bicultural education,
recent legislation requiring
more bilingual education in
Texas schools led to the grants
for the graduate program.

Glaser Studies lo Glow
Dr.
Frederic
Gla~er,
associate professor of physical
science here at Pan American,
is involved in a research
program to determine the
source of an unusual yellow
glow around Io, one of Jupiter's
12 moons. _The program,
designed particularly for study
of Jupiter and her moons, is'
financed by the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory in Pasadena, Calif.
under the National Aeronautics

' A TRAFFIC ACCIDENT involving a PAU cooling plant cart
and a Pan American student's vehicle occured Jan. 21, near the
and Space Administration.
According to Dr. Glaser the West entrance of the education parking lot. PAU patrolwoman,
_
_yt:llow- glow is definitely not Yolanda Ramos, investi ated the accident.
reflected light. Io has • frosts"
where Earth has oceans, and
Seven Pan Am student Ann Webb and Dina Martinez
rocks where Earth has land. pianists will present the first are scheduled to perform.
Asswning that the yellow glow concert of the semester Feb. 2
The performers will prese.nt
is of a sodiwn origin, the next
at 8: 15 p.m. in the fine arts selections by Bach , Grieg,
question is, where is it from, the auditorium.
MacDowell,
Mozart
and
frosts or the rocks? The sodium
Evanna Rutledge, Judy Beethoven.
could be embedded in the rock
The concert is open to the
or · mixed with the ammonia Prater, Neena Sanfilippo,
which is believed to form the Dahlia Garcia, Cilrmen Guerra, public free of charge.
fros~ · :-c---_D.r..._Glaser and_his laboratory_
The last day for any bliUon or
1Wistant Ricardo Cantu, senior
physics major from McAllen, fee refund is Saturday, Feb. L
Students planning to drop a
operate a one-<>f-a-kind '20,000plus piece of equipment course or to withdraw from the
designed to form frosts from, University sbouJd keep this date
various gasses. After the frosts in mind.
are formed, which takes
several hours, they are
All persons interested in the
examined and information is
collected for two or three days. University Center Program
Construction of the device Council should attend the
.began last March and it is still meeting today at 7:30 p.m. in
the Snack Bar.
being perfected.

Student Pianists In First Concert

Refund Deadline

-UCPCMeeting

.YOUR MO

ETHE MON

When you need a calculatoryou need It now.
No waiting for delivery. Your Unlvef91ty C.lcutator
Center ha ltle lafgNt Inventory ol quality unlla avalla.ble
lnrwh••· Plus, we apeclalln In th• calculator
,-qulramanla ol Iha college atudent.
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NONI
$s.OO

$5.00

UK
S.ffl',

SAVll'S OITRAR
SAYll'S CIITIKAR

$1,000

I-YI.

6.50%

un

$1,000

Z~YIS.

US%

caman

Sl.000

4-YIS.

,.,..,.
"''"

IAVll'S OITIICAll

$1,000

• YIS.

7.51'1
1.15"

SAVll'S

l.06%

A sq.bstantial interest penalty is required for early withdrawals on certificates of deposit.
Interest compounded continuously earns indicated annual
yield when maintained for one year.
Savings earn from date of deposit to date of withdrawal.
Dividends paid or credited quarterly to your account.

Tl-1fl0. This calculator rNlly don nt Into a shirt pocket.
The allmmed, trimmed c:aN h .. a Chrom.-b)k llnlah
and alt the
of Iha larger portables. Not juat four.
butllvwblgmachlnatunc:t1on1( +, -, x, + . 1')1etyou
haV9 atl Iha anawera. Autornatlc cona1an1. Fu11-noattng
declm81. Euy-t<M'Md &-digit dlaplay. A.lget)falc loglc.
RIChll~. A.C adapter/charger. carrying cue
Ind manual Included.........

,..tu,_

s449s
300 South Closner
383-1677

.

.Brand!

200 South Sugar Road
383-0148

UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE
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Miss Mancillas hopes to see
more and more students take
advantage of the counseling
services this semester. She is
organizing group counseling
sessions for students who have
expressed a desire to participate in such groups. The
three groups she hopes to
organize will aim at developing
communications and decisionma king skill and selfawareness among the participants.
The counseling center will be
open each school day from 8
a .m . to 4:30 p.m. Students may
either make an appointment or
walk int , the university center
109 officl!. The only information
required of students seeking
counseling will be an " intake
interview" which contains very
general questions.
Miss Mancillas earned her

By Beatrice Egle

bachelor's degree in social
work from Texas Women's
University and her mast~•s in
rehabilitation
from
the
University of Arizona.
The counseling service whfch
Miss Mancil1as beads is the only
one of its kind on campus.
Extending its services to
students of all classifications
and setting no restrictions on
the types of problems with
whlch it deals, the university
counseling
center
could
potentially be of service to all
students at one ti.me or another
during their stay at Pan Am.
The only other organized
counseling services are the
College Assistance Migrant
Program
and
Proyecto
Esperanza . These, however,
are specialized services,
dealing with particular types of
counseling needs.

Course selection, career
choice, financial difficulties,
even marital Ptoblems, need
not cause continued worries for
Pan Am students. The
UCPC Presents Historic Movie
university counseling center,
The University Center revolution as being frozen; located in university center 109,
Program Council movie of the bogged down by conservative offers help in overcoming all
week is " Mexico: the Frozen business with no social reforms. these problems.
Revolution ."
" The Frozen Revolution " will
Organized in August, 1974, the
The theme of the movie in- be shown in Science Building service is staffed by counselor,
eludes the Mexican Revolution auditorium two, February 4 at Margie Mancillas. Now under
of 1910 to 1920. It portrays the 4:30.
the division of student affairs,
the service originated through
Reception For Retired Faculty Set
federal funds under Title III in
A reception for all retired give the opportunity to these 1972. Although the service is not
persons
to get new to the campus, Miss
university faculty and a,d- retired
ministrators will be held in the acquainted with Pan Am and Mancillas pointed out that
Student Center Ballroom Feb. also to gather information relatively few students know
which may be useful sometime that the service is available.
6, at 3 p.ro.
The counseling center is open
Tickets will be on sale at in the future.
Anyone wishlng to help or to any student with any
registration for $1. This price
pays for the refreshments for wanting more information may problem. Miss Mancillas said
the ticket holder and one guest. contact Dr. J . C. Nichols, Dr. the problems she deals with
range from difficulties with
This reception ls being held t.o Pat Crofts, Dr. Bob Reeve, Dr.
Ted Clark, or L. A. Youngman.
professors ,
to
financial
problems, to girl friend-boy
German Opera 'Wozzeck' To Be Shown
friend problems.
" Wozzeck, "
an
opera sponsored by the music
Frequently, Miss Mancillas
produced
for
German department beginning last Dec. serves as a link in referring a
television, will be shown in the 5. After "Wozzeck," two other student to the proper office. She
fine arts recital hall Feb. 4 at 7 operas
will
be
shown , 'works closely with the financial
p.m. Admission is free to all " Zauberflote" on March 18 and aid and the admissions offices.
faculty, students and staff.
" Fidelio" on April 21.
Because she has easy access to
This showing is the sixth in a
The performances are all by the personnel in these offices,
series of opera showings the Hamburg Opera Company. Miss Mancillas agrees that a
may often find it easier
Student Book Exchange Closes Thursday student
to approach these offices
The Pan American Student
All books will be taken to be through her than on their own.
Association is again sponsoring sold at the owner's price. The
Miss Mancillas also refers
the Student Book Exchange this Student Association will charge students to
the school
10c per book sold to cover
semester.
psychiatrist when they require
Located in the Newman mailing costs.
emotional help and to the
Chairman Hollis Rutledge proper academic department
Center, 1615 West Kuhn, the
Book Exchange will be open 10 student senator urges all PAU when they require help in
a.m. to 4 p.m. through Jan. 30. senators to lend a helping hand. developing degree plans.
Nevertheless, in spite of its
Nevarez Speaks At Camp Graduation
diversity of services, the
Dr. Miguel A. Nevarez, Vtce
counseling center has failed to
MARGIE MANCILLAS - Counselor for Pan Am advises
president for student affairs at Arevalo, Delia Cantu, Oscar attract students. Miss Manstudent during registration.
She counsels students on
Pan American University, Garza, Maria Elena Hinojosa,
cillas estimates she consults problems ranging from marital to course-load conflicts.
Marla
Alicia
Martinez,
Maria
spoke to 130 High School
with three to Cive students each
Equivalency Program Mendoza, Ceasar Olivarez, clay. If more students would
Bernardo
Ramirez,
Felipe
graduates Dec. 18, at the Fine
seek her help, that would inRamirez, Arturo Rios and Jesus
AI:ts Audi~oriµl!!,,
dicate to the administration
Vasquez.
Graduates receiving highest
th::it the need for such a service
scores on
the
General
exists, she explained.
Education Development tests
According to Miss Mancillas,
The HEP office is in Emilia
·were Demetrio Alejo, Daniel Hall, Pan American University. the division of student affairs is , ·
now petitioning for additional
funds from the state legislature
to expand the counseling
For The Perrect Girt l::veryllrne-Jewelry
A Gllt That WIii Last l-'orever
center. If such funding is air
111
proved, Miss Mancillas hopes
the center will eventually be
110 N. 12th
Ediobw-g
383-2t32
EL CENTRO MALL/PHARR

~-~------~~-----~------~~-

!

,
l

EL CENTRO SOUND CENTER

:~::;:;:;:;;;:::::::::::;;:;:;;;;;;;;;!;!;!;!;::,

OV~R 15,000
..
1
RECORDS &TAPES
. /
TO CHOOSE FROM AT OUR
DISCOUNT PRICES!
AUTHORIZED DEALER FOR

CROWN-REVOX-BOSE PHASE LINER

t

_Dill
~r

able to provide
one Am
counselor
1s 7,000 •
for.each
1,000 of Pan
students.
Unless additional funds are
pumped into the counseling
center's budget, Miss Mancillas
will be forced to leave the
service ne.ll.1. August. When she
assumed the position last
Au gust ,
Miss
Mancillas
replaced the former counselor,
Sylvia Luian, who was returning to school If more funds are
ava ilable by August of thls
year, both counse lors will be
able to stay on.

FOR YOUR SMOKING
PLEASURE
IMPORTED
CIGARS, CIGARETTES AND PIPES
PIPE REPAIRS

WATER PIPES

CUSTOM TOBACCOS

QUALITY SMOKING ACCESSORIES
ATTHE

WOODEN JNDIAN
'Jo&acco dhopP,£

El Centro Mall Pharr-McAllen
787-8621
l O A.M. To 9 P.M.

;,... ,_ -*:

,~---,;. '··;
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Review Of1974

Campus LivedThroughBusy Year
As 197-1 unfplded on the Pan
American UrHversily
campus
l
•
students were £aced with a
spring semester· s activll1e
ahead, an enerro· shortage, a
four-day school week and a
student senate poll of students
that wa revised and revised.
Dr. Ralph Schilling, Pan Am
president, was authorized by
the board or regents lo establi h
the four-day school week, and
he did. The shortened week, cut
to
accommodate
former
President Richard Nixon's
attempt to combat the energy
shortage, remained in effect
until the first swnmer session.
Amid a storm of controversy,
the tenth revision of the student
senat.e poll
as finally
presented to the students. The
SQ.question poll was filled out by
students during class time.
Final results of the poll were
printed in The Pan American,
in late March. The poll included
question ranging from library
parking ( or the lack of it) to the
use_ of marijuana.
Students were made aware of
the new Leaming Resource
Center to be buih on the campus
at an estimated cost exceeding
$5 million.
Kohoutek, a dust comet ex•
peeled to be the spectacle or the
'70's became a public disappointment. Those who waited to
see Kohoutek's magnificence
(ell companion to those who
were looking for the end of
Watergate. _
Continuing education courses
attracted 340 students into the
wide-ranged non-credit

curriculum However. each
student enrolled received one
continuing education umt for
each 10 hours completed.
Valleyites were entertained
early in the year. when the
University C nler Program
Council brought I.illy Tomlin to
the 1cAllen Civic Center. The
"one ringy dinh'Y" comeclienne
inspired Ray Hall, now working
for KURY and KESI ramo
stalions, to observe in "The Pan
American,•· ··Her ablllty to
change her voice and body and
totally immerse hersell into a
character is nothing short of
amazing."
The Pan Am music and
drama
departmenL
collaborated to produce the
Broadway musical comedy,
··Once Upon A Mattress." Dr.
Jackson Barefield, then head of
the
drama
department,
supervised the coordination of
the program, and Dr. John
Anderson. head of the music
department, conducted the
show, which was a smash hit to
packed crowds in the fine arts
audltortwn.
Pan Am's ROTC detachment
gained its first professional
female cadet when junior, Pat
Schafer. transferred from
Arizona State University.
A Medical School ?
In a personal interview Or.
Schilling told Pan American
reporter, Kerry Harr, he
wanted to see more professional
schools at Pan Arn. He said a
medical school would cost $40~50 million He reasoned,
·•Someone must come up with

CONDOMINIUM HOMES
2 bedroom, 2 6ath and l bedroom, 1 bath luxury homes in
Edinburg, Mil Ion, and McAllen priced from $16,900 to
$34,900. Good financing and Low down payment.

Edinburg

519 outh 4th

The Air Force ROfC
College Program has 3
things to offer that other
college programs don't.
1. Scholar hip .
2. 100 monthly allowance.
3. Flying les on leading
to jet training.

Enroll in Air Force ROTC.
Contact
At

Rich1::ond

Le. Col.. Kenneth
0H; t:C Bldg, "

Pl'T II Al.I. rO<a•:rHER I

the mone~· 1t might mean a
merger with the University of
Texa smc they could probably
finance it.''
Heavy rains produced many
flooded areas in the Valley in
mid September including large
portions of th campus. Classes
wl!re recess d for three days
during the flooding.
A
new
program
was
e t.abtished lo train manpower
employees. The federallyfunded Manpower Resources
C'enter at Pan Am is directed by
Rolando Cantu.
Dean of Men, Ricardo Chapa,
reviewed U1e many suggested
changes i:1 the student handbook and w-ged students to read
the book, since it directl affected campus life.
ostalgia Kick
In keeping with the nostalgia
kick, a coffee house was created
by the UCPC. The opening of
the coffee house-was a success
as Bonnie la Blanc's performance was broadc st live on
radio station KRIO.
Students voted 24 senators
into office but 17 vacanc1es
remained.
In October, the speech and
drama department performed
··The Physicists." a two-act
play written b} Friedrich
Durrematt.
A computer count provided
Cigures which showed male
students outnumber female
students al Pan Arn.
Ramsey Muniz, La Raza
Unida candidate for Texas
governor, spoke to Pan Arn
students. He proclaimed his
party was a party for all the
people or the state.
Dr. J. 8. Corns, professor of
social studies at Pan Arn,
retired. In 1965 Dr. Corns was
named the ··Outstanding
Teacher of Conservation" by
the Willacy-Hidalgo Soil and
Water Conservation District.
H.A. Hodges, who served Pan
Am as an instructor and administrator for 44 years, retired
as a processor of behavioral
sciences. He came to Pan Am
as a chemistry teacher in 1930
and served as dean of Pan Am
in 1948 and became the first vice
president for academic affairs
m 1960. In the beginning he said
Mexican-American enrollment
made up only 15 per cent of the
$ludent body.

Several Pan Am professors
commented on the Texas
Constitutional Con\'enlion,
which. as you know, 1 nd d
without
accomplishing
anything. except to prove that
Texans can't agree on what's

best.
Biology ma1or, Bob Guerra,
became Uic second ROTC cadet
to earn his corrumssion into the
Air Force ROT program al
Pan Am.
Several Pan Am students
practiced the
craze of
streaking.
The veterans club awarded
$125 in scholarships to three
Valley high school students to
assist tl1em in college studies.
During the fall of ·74, the
University Center's Personnel
began moving into their new
offices in th
three-story
structure at the west end of the
campus.
Curlew Removed
Dr. Schilling 1·emoved the
dorm curfew on women living in
the dormitories at Pan Am. in
the wake of controversy and
possible legal action to be
irutiated by Eddie de la Garia,
presitl nt of student government.
The fourth PAUSA sponsored
book exchange went into
operation again in the fall.
Facully members added to
Pan Am ranks lotaled 15
Henry B. abers,
an
experienced city manager. was
approved as city manager in
residence for Pan Am by the
Coordinating Board in Austin.
The program is funded through
a federal grant from the Title I
Community Service and Continuing Education Program.
abers' goal was to assist
Valley commuruties in reaching
a regional communal approach
to city government.
Some students qualified ror
food stamps and some took
advantage of the program.
Due to the growth or Pan
Am's graduating body, a split
graduation was held for the
over 600 students receiving
d grees.
Doll Ramon won the honor of
cutest Pan and Luis Conchola
won the honor of Ugliest Man .in
Alpha Phi Omega's contest.
Tore students competed for
the office of president of Pan
University Student

As ·ouation und two competed

for presid nt of the University
Center Program Council Eddie
de la Garza wa elected tudent
gon.-rnnrenl prt>sident and Mike
Perez was l'iccted prcsiuenl of
lCPC.
En •Iish l:lOI \,as given a new
look or person, li1.ed instruction
for
lw{)
sections.
Earl
Frankenberger, English instru<:tor, taught lhe course, In
October f'rankenberger was
named director of Proyecto
E:sparanza ;mu Upward Bound
b}· Dr . , tiguel 'evarez. vice•
president for student affairs.
Frankenber~er continued to
teach both sec:tions of 1301 .
Lt . Col. Kenneth
. Rich•
mond. command pilot, replaced
Ll Col. Denni. M. Heitkamp as
Pan Am ROT professor of
aero pace studies.
'l'hc
United
Campus
Ministries offered a weekly
luncheon for 50 cents at the
First Methodist Church in
Edinburg.
r. Bruce Underwood joined
the English and mass communications deparlmenl.
Pena loved p
Homer J Pena was appointed
administrative assistant to the
president b} Dr. SchilHng. Pena
\\ as fonnerl~ registrar al the
university.
Bill Moms, admimstrative
a 1sLanl to nr. 'ichols was
appointed director of admissions and Mrs. Helen
nidcr, assistant registrar, was
appointed registrar
Btll fil.ler of Edinburg and
Arnoldo Perez of Alamo were
appointed
Veterans
Administration Representatives
for Pan Am. The) began informing veterans of their
benefi~ and how to obtain
them During the fall semester
th ir offices were moved to
Emilia Hall.

FOR

FEMININE FASHION
THAT'S
OUT OF THIS WORLD

11

GENTS,JEANS
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SALE STARTS
MONDAY
FEBRUARY

SALEENDS
SATURDAY
FEBRUARY

3rd

8th

GEORGE'S~

FACTORY : _. .
~-~
0 .

·~

407 SOUTH MAIN
McALLEN

-N._
LEATHER BOUTIQUE

McALLEN

•PANTS• .

WESTERN
SHIRTS

UP TO $24.00 .......... NOW s1200
UP TO $25.00 ..... ..... NOW
00

s5

* PANTSUITS * ~
UPTO $43.95

NOW

$15.00

UPTO $52.95
NOW $20.00
UPTO $69.95

NOW

$25.00

OTHER PANTSUITS 25% OFF

ow

$9.00

Up To $15.00

REG. $1 4•95 NOW

$ 700

~~;HER BUY ONE GET ONE FREE

~REG.$7.95 NOW

s400

JEANSV~~UO $10°0

ALL POLYESTER PANTS

s1000

•JEANS•
MANY UP TO $16.00

NOW

s399
s500

•SHIRTS•
MANY AT 1/2 PRICE
OTHERS $2.99

$7 5 00
REG. $90.00 ................... s55 00
REC. $100.00 ................. $6500
REG. $110.00 .................. $6500
REG. $70.00 ................... $35oo
REG. $120.00 .................

50% OFF
.., .

ALL JEANS 20% OFF

ALL GIRLS

JEANS

eLEATHERJACKETS•
DRESSES

JEANS

s5oo

OTHERS BUY 1 GET 1 FREE

MANY SHORT

MANY

REG.$10.95 Now

-=-=-~:;;;::;;;;.;;;r MANY UP TO $18.00 NOW

SWEATERS
p To 18.95

423 SOUTH MAIN
McALLEN

407 SOUTH MAIN

Now sgoo
MANY GIRLS TOPS ½ PRICE
OTHER GIRLS TOP 20% OFF
GIRLS CO-ORDINATES
20TO 50% OFF
ONE GROUP

SHIRTS

UPTO $22.50

NOW $10.00
UP TO $15.00 NOW
ALL WESTERN

* **

$7 .00

S_
HIRTS ½ PRICE
ALL KNIT SHIRTS 10% OFF
MORE SHIRTS ½ PRICE
• ,.
~

•CO-ORDINATES•
BUY JACKET GET
PANT FREE
OTHERS ½ PRICE
JACKETS: BUY 1GET 1 FREE

ALL THIS AND MORE ON

BOUTIQUE
STRIP
McALLEN
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Reed Paper Accepted
Dr. Michael Reed, assistant
professor of English, attendee! a
seminar Dec. 28 at the Conrad
Hilton in New York. Dr. Reed,
representing Pan American at
the seminar, entered one of 15
papers accepted out of 60 entered.
The seminar, which was an
annual meeting o( the Moder11
Language Association of
America and the Linguistics
Society of America, was attended by about 180 persons.
Kate
Chopin 's
" The
Awakening" was the subject for
the seminar.
Or. Reed's paper, entitled
"Social
Contention
and
Passional Nature in Kate
Chopin's ' The Awakening",
investigated the egocentricity
of Edna, a character in the
story.
Kate Chopin, who died in 1904
wrote "The Awakening," in
1899.
According to Dr. Reed " The
Awakening " is probably the

first novel written involving
female sexuality and is an
unusual document of the
woman's liberation movement.

BSUDefined
What is the B.S.U.?

The Ba.ptist Student Union,
located directly across from
Pan American University,
sponsors luncheons , parties,
trips, a Koinonia and Bible
stories, according to Carolyn
Meeks. executive council
member.
Students are welcome to
gather before and after classes
whether they are Baptists or
any other religion, and many
people of different religions
have found a place in the
B.S .U ., according to Miss
Meeks.
Friday nights fhe B.S.U. hosts
Koinonia, and luncheons are
scheduled for Thursdays.

FOR
CLASS ROOM INSTRUCTIONAL
MATERIAL

THE SCHOOL
ROOM
OF
DICK OFFICE SUPPLY
1807 North 10th

McAllen

Formal Or Informal ...

DR. ARNULFO MARTINEZ,vice-president for Inter-American Affairs
and International Education, displays the Institute of International
Education - Readers Digest award bestowed upon Pan American
University in recognition of endeavors in the international education
field accepted by Dr. Martinez and Dr. Ralph Schilling, president of the
university, in New York last month.

International Accomplishments
Earn Pan Alll $1,000 Award
In recognition of the endeavors of the division of interna tional inter-American
affairs and international
education during the past year,
Pan Am received a Institute of
International Education Readers Digest award just
before the end of the fall
semester. The award includes a
$1,000 stipend.
" It is one of the greatest
honors
we
could have
received," .explained Dr. Arnulfo Martinez, vice-president
for inter-American affairs and
international education. He and
university president, Dr. Ralph
Schilling travelled to New York
to accept the award Dec. 11.
Before an audience of approximately 1,000 persons from
the United St.ates and foreign
countries, Dr. Schilling accepted the award given to Pan
Am for "outstanding contribution to the development of
international understanding
through creative and practical
support of educational, cultural
and
technical
exchange
programs."
Pan Am was nominated for
the award by the Houston
branch of th.e Institute of International Education. The
competition was open to all

" The United Nations in Action," a seminar held in New
York during the semester
break.
Right now, several faculty
members are considering
participation in seminars
scheduled for this summer in
the Middle East and in Japan.
In addition, cpportunities for
undergraduate student study in
Peru and Europe are also
available to Pan Am students.
Pan Am bas come a long way
since the Inter-American Institute was first organized in
1966 under Dr. T. Lawrence
White. The reorganization in
1973 gave the division status as
a separate academic school
Dr. Martinez optimistically
expects the division will continue to grow in the future,
expanding to include more and
more opportunities for international study.

colleges and universities who
claim significant achievements
in the area of international
education in the past year.
Since the organization of the
division
of inter-American
affairs and international
education in 1973 under Dr.
Martinez, Pan Am has tallied
an
impressive
list
of
achievements in international
education.
Academically, the division
offers two interdisciplinary
programs of study leading to a
bachelor of arts degree in interAmerican studies or to a
bachelor of business administration in Latin American

business.
In addition, the division
publishes a monthly newsletter
which not only keeps the Pan
American faculty and staff u~
to-date on the division's affairs,
but which also is sent to
numerous
universities
throughout the country.
Through its membership in
the Association of Colleges and
Universities for International Jntercultural Studies, Inc., Pan
Am is able to participate in a
number of seminars held
throughout the world. For two
years now, a small group of
students has participated m

Pan American
Classified Ads
Twent v-c enls a

li ne w iln a

minurn om of one dolfar each

in

lnserlton payab le In advance
WAITRESS WANTED S- 10 p.m.
" The Poor 8oy" acro.s from PAU.
Ask for Frank pr Hilda .
FOR SALE :
Set of 20 World Book Encyclo ped la
8rowning Sow and Arrow Set
Cuselle' • F re11 ch a nd E ng ll •h
D,clionary ( hard co ver1
Wosle r n Sfyh> Outtll lshc 12) .- nd
Ha l
C;,11 Mrs. C. A. Gare ,;, '81-1634

LAS PALMAS SHOPPING CENTER
EDINBURG

567

'Wear The L ook Of Today
For A Lovely Tomorrow ... "
c:!JJ1 ·~II.IfWill (S11x, cfnt.
IJJA~~~'R,

'"°"'

MS-2801

WANTE D: Used Men'• Mullo-speed
Bike. Also In1a111 carr,er tor bi ke.
Call 611-8950.

''Where People A re
Really... Our Business,, [
CARRYING THE MOST FAMOUS
NAMES IN WEARING APPAREL. ..
CALIFORNIA THREADS
LEVI
DITTO'S
HAGGAR
DONN KENNEY
BOSTONIAN
GOLDEN VEE
FRITIZ Of California
LANGTREE

OPEN SUNDAY 10 TO 7

i

ST UDE NT HOUSING AVAILAB LE
lhree blocks from PAU cam pus.
Reasonable. Central heat an d air.
No bills. Call 38J.55S2 nlghh; 38l·
1111 d ~ys Alk tor John Or1ti.
HOMEWO RKER S. Earn l25.00 per
100 s1uflln11 len ers lnlo already
add r~sse d , s t amped ~n,elope s
supplied tree. Kil SI (111l undable)
Gem s..,~., POB 2l24Q-Ml28, In•
doa napohs, fnd. 46221
"Ci"IARLIE BROWN IS MISSING"
Sri 11a,ny Spani'!I was 1051 In
Ettlnbur11 abnul Jan 11. "CharJ,ii" IS
whole with l11roe brown mark•"lli,
a1J011I 2~ lbs, in siu , ,1nd has gold
eyes , Rewara offerea Call l83. 1679
or 686 8896
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Garza Gearing Up For '76 Olympics
anyone in this area to compete
with him and help him get in
shape, Garza doesn't shirk
work. He is out ruMing on his
own to keep in shape. This
means 15 to 18 miles of runnmg
on training days. On the days he
doesn't run this distance, Garza
legs it five to eight miles. He
runs the long distance every
other day, the shorter one on
the days in between.
Garza's next event will be in

An art major at Pan
American apparently has a
tremendous
chance
to
represent the United Stat.es in
the 1976 Olympic games at

Toronto.
No, an art category hasn't
been added to the Olympics!
But the hopeful is Juan Garza, a
stellar marathon runner with
enough medals to cause a gold
shortage in the Valley.
Although he doesn't have

tl

acc. ' u.

ru

JULIES ROW ARD grabs down another one for the w1nn1ng

version of the basketball Broncs. The 6-7 center is one of two
seniors on this year's team.
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i Mi. South of Highway 10~
McAllen
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Where the •~ Price Rack is Always_Ou_tj
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CANTU'S

PHARMACY
511 South Closner
383-1Z39

MERLE NORMAN COSMETIC STUDIOS
FREE MAKE-UP LESSONS
Two Convenient Locations
219 Easl Cano
383--451 ~

Edmburg

151G W. University
:183-1381

Beautiful Hair is our Thing ...

ROFFLER Of McAllen
Professional Hairstylmg For Men and Women
1013 Wisteria
McAllen
t., Mile North ol
Nolal1cl Loo off Norlh 1 Olh Sine!
686-1511

Florida near the end of
February. The date hasn't been
set yet but the Pan Am distance
man will compete in this try-out
for a meet in Russia this
summer. This will be a cross
country run of 9.5 miles - not
his usual 26 which is the
required Olympic marathon
distance.
··Qualifying for this trip is my
immediate goal," said Garza,
who is called the road runner or
paisano after the runnmg bird
native to this area of the
country. The first five finishers
in the Florida meet, and. two
alternates, will make the trip to
Russia in the summer. Doubtless results will bRve some
effect on Olympic selections,
not only in the United States but
in other countries entering as
well.
The 132-pound road runner
says he is turning to eating
healthfoods to try to increase
his endurance. When he starts a
race, Garza usually weighs in at
his normal 132-pounds. When he
finishes, he's often down to 124.
This happens particularly
when he runs mhot weather and
the weight loss is mostly
dehydration. Paisano says it
takes a marathon runner about
a month to get back to his peak
after he has run a hard 26-mile
race.
And to prove this, he cites
some recent result.s. He ran in a
San Antonio marathon in cool
weather, won it with a new
course record. He also held the
one he broke. Garry Suttle,
later of the Olympic team set a
mark of two hours and 47
minutes. Garza ran itin 2:37 the
next year for a record, then did
it again in the last meet in 2: 30.
Two weeks later he went to
Houston without enough time to
work back to his peak. He tied
for first, an unusual place for
the Road f\unner. In an earlier
meet at Odessa, Garza had
come in second to a runner from
Africa.
The Pan Am athlete likes to

Pan Am Co-Ed
Granted Award
Pan American University's
first
women's
athletic
scholarship has been awarded
to Mary Jean Neilson, a
sophomore physical education
major at Pan Am.
Miss Neilson, who placed
third in the Women's state
collegiate
diving
championships,
received
the
scholarship from the Zonta
organization of executive and
professional women. She is the
daughter of Col and Mrs.
Henry Neilson of McAllen.
Pan
American's
first
scholarship for women athletes
was established by the 7.onta
Women to commemorate 1975
as International Women's Year
which has been proclaimed by
the United Nations and
President Gerald Ford.
Miss Neilson is an active
swimmer. gymnast, dancer and
high
school
all-district
volleyball player. She was
presented the scholarship by
Joan Mccarter of Mission,
president or the West Hidalgo
Chapter of Zonta International,
before a large halftime crowd
at a PAU basketball game.
Miss Neilson will compete in
this year's state meet sponsored by the Texas Association
of Intercollegiate Athletics for
Women, Feb. 28-March 1.

set the pace and he figures he
does best when he is leading. Qe
likes to make a mile in about
eight minutes and this is the
pace he sets if he has the opportun i ty.
Coach Jimmy
Skaines of Pan American lets
Garza go his own way in
training. And Garza believes in
the track adage, "Train, don't
strain."
Dr. Charles Beaudry, himself
an Olympic track winner in his
hay day counsels Garza and
they often run together in the
summer at Beaudry's home
track.
Garza wants to teach or go
into photography when he gets
his degree in art. "But I'll keep
rWUling until I'm 100 if I am
able," he said. Then he told of a
man G6 years old who was one of
the competitors in the Houston
meet. He came in. under four
hours and was not last. Garza
made it in 2.35.
Garza got interested 1n
running when he was a student
in high school at Detroit. He
came to Texas to visit a cousin
who was a 440-yard man. Garza
decided if his cousin could win
all those medals he could win
some too. But the Road Runner
found he wasn't fast enough at
that distance. He did have
endurance and the long races

Juan Garza
became his forte.
After Garza finished high
school, a buddy told him Pan
Arn was beginning to stress
track. Although he had offers
from 35 other universities
across the country, Garza chose
Pan Am.
So the junior art major is
aiming immediately at the
Florida race in an effort to get
to compete in Russia. But his
basjc aim is the Olympics.
Three men and two alternates
will go from the United States to
Toronto for the marathon.
If hard work and native
ability have anything to do with
the selection he stiould make it.
Garza doesn't know whether
Pan Am's athletic department
will send him as an official
representative. If the university
doesn't, he figures he"II go on
his own. Competing is worth
that much to him.
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U.C.P.C.
•PRESENTS•

Wednesday, January 29th

U.C.P.C. GENERAL MEETING
7:30 P.M., SNACK BAR

Thursday, January 30th

~CONCERT COMMITTEE MEETING
5:30 P.M., U.C. 303

Basketball Bunch Has Road Punch
The Bronc basketball team
rolled to a ripe 14-1 winning
stride last Saturday night with
an easy-riding 110-83 win over
Georgia Southern University in
Statesboro. Georgia. That win
moved the amazing Broncs to

an 8-1 road record thus far this
season with two more road
games taking place as this issue
comes out.
When asked "How does your
team manage to win so often on
the road ?" Coach Abe Lemons

ToGo
Specializing in White F1oar
Taco & Tortillas
2263
Phone

Pecan McAllen

of the Pan Americans admits
he 's puzzled.
.. I guess that they just play
better < on the road} . I really
don 't understand it, though,
because you 're not supposed to
play as well on the road as you
do at home. These kids seem to
play just as well on someone
else's court as they do on their
own. I've never had another
team that played this well on
the road, though."
··This team reminds me of
several teams I had at
Oklahoma City," Lemons
continues. "look at them in the

dressing room, before or after
the game, and one couldn't tell
whether they were at home or
on the road. or whether they
had won or lost. They just come
to play ."
Even though the Broncs can
still falter, only five other
major NCAA universities could
claim a better record than the
Broncs after reaching the
halfway point in their season.
The Broncs were 12-1.
The Broncs have played two
more games than reported by
the time you read this story.
They took on Georgia State

Monday and Georgia Tech
Tuesday . They return home
saturday night for a game
against
South
Carolina
University.
Many people have forgotten
who the lucky team was that
beat lbe Broncs this year. That
squad is TCU, who edged the
Pan Am bunch 70-68 in their
second game of the season.
High-scoring Marshall Rogers,
who is averaging just under 25
points a game nowadays,
bounced a Ion~ shot off the rim
as the buzzer sounded.

682--0921

A EUROPEAN DELIGHT!
Robust German
SpecjaJtles
catering
For Special
Occasions

Sandwiches

And
Pastries

Edinburg

99c SPECIALS
HAMBURGER AND FRENCH FRIES
OR
2-PIECE CHICKEN DINNER WITH SALAD -~
AND FRENCH FRIES

THE POOR BOY DRIVE-IN
1020 W. UNIVERSITY
1At-ross

EDINBURG

From Fine Arts Bid. I

PAN AMERICAN UNIVERSITY'S first athleUc scholarshJp for women was presented
to Miss Mary Jean ( Jeanny) Neilson of McAllen. Left to right are: Amado (Rob) Robledo,
PAU assistant athletic director;
ACCESSORIES
SERVICE ON ALL MAKES
PARTS
Mrs. Jeannette Hawkins, PAU
women's swimming and diving
coach; Miss Neilson; Joan Mc Your Kawa~I Dealer in the Metro Area
Carter president of the West Hi•
dalgo Chapter of 7,onta Interna2•~ Miles North 281
Pharr
787-9091
tional, which presented the scho'• Mile East
larship; and Mrs. Jack Wallace,
·treasurer of 7,onta.

CYCLE SPORTS CENTER

The Milority Biomedical Support Program

New Pool Hours
Run Rampant
If you can swim, wade or
drown; or if you know anyone
else who can swim, wade or
drown, then you could be interested in this article.
The new pool hours for the
Pan American pool have been
released .
The hours on Monday through
Thursday are rrom 3:30 p.m. to
ri · 45 p .m . The pool will be closed
every Friday for cleaning with
the saturday and Sunday hours
being from 1 p.m . to 4:45 p.m .
On basketball game days the
pool will be clo,;;ed all day .

of Pan American Uolvenlty

has

two

Stipends available.

($1200.00

Aeademlc Year)
Applicants should be under-graduate Selene
Pre-Med or Pre-Dental students with an abov
average academic record. Students who bav
taken Bacteriology or Anaiytical Chemistry ar
preferred.
Deadline for interested students
'1ooday, Februar}
3rd. Contact Dr. Erne. t J. Baca
Jr., Department of Chemistry.
to apply is

Pan Am News Condensed
Faculty Senate Elects New Officers
The faculty senate of Pan
American University at its first
meeting of tlle new year elected
new officers for the next year.
Dr. Fredrick von Ende,
associate professor in the
English and Mass Communications Deparbnent, was
elected for a third two-year
term as chairman.
Commander Robert A. Close,
instructor in the Deparbnent of
Mathematics, was elected to
the post of five-chairman.

Robert Rodgers, assistant
professor of geology in the
Department of
Physical
&ience, was elected secretary
with Dr. Robbie Cooksey
associate professor from the
Department of Elementary
Education,
elected
as
parliamentarian.
Nine of the 21 members of the
faculty senate are newcomers,
having been elected to office in
elections last fall. In addition to
Dr. Cooksey, those serving their

first term include Douglas
Bartley, associate professor in
the Department of Business
Administration , Dr . George
Gonzales, director of the
Bilingual - Bicultural studies
Program, Dr. Carl Seale,
associate professor of music,
Dr. Frank W. Judd, assistant
professor of biology, Dr. Jerry
L. Polinard from the School of
Social Sciences, and Virginia
Haynie from the library.

NO RIGHT TURN
ON RED
DISCOPLEX

Pee Wee Program Co-Sponsored
The Child Development
Associate ( CDA) project in
cooperation the Edinburg
Recreation Department has '
organized a pee wee program
for children ages 3 to 5 due to
begin Feb. 4. The program
which is from 5 ,to 7 p.m. on
Tuesday and Thursday, will be

at Fountain Park 1202 E. Kuhn,
Edinburg.
'
A university instructor will
supervise trainees who will
provide a variety of learning
experiences and a snack for the
children at no cost. The trainees
are required to turn in a lesson

Scott Says: Time For Action
you dissatisfied with
student government at Pan
American? If so, Bob Scott,
election chairman, believes
now is the time to do something
about it. .
• Petitions are currently being
accepted by the student
government office, University
Center 314. Petitions must have
25 student signatures and be
turned in no later than 4 p.m.,
Feb. 7.
Qualifictitions are: a student
must not be on scholastic
probation; must be carrying 12
hours; and must file his petition
in his respective school. The
petition must be accompanied
with a short paragraph, stating
Are

the candidate's platform. The
deadline for submitting platforms to be printed in The Pan
American is Feb. 5, according
to Scott.

plan before each program
meeting and ev~uate the lesson
plan after the children are gone.
experiences and a snack for the
children ~t no cost. n:ie trainees
are reqwred to turn m a lesson
plan before each program
meeting and ev~uate the lesson
plan after the children are gone.
Pre-registration will be held
on Jan. 30 from 5 to 7:45 p.m. in
Education Building 113.
For more information contact
Olivia Saracho, director Child
Development Associate project,
381-3301 or Old Administration
Building 330.

CENTURY
OF EDINBURG

STARTS
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"SOMETHING HIT US •..
the crew is dead ...
help us, please,
se help u.sl"

An all NEW film
inspired by the
novel, "AIRPORT"
by Arthur Hailey.

AIRPORT 197&

CITRUS

AUNIVERSAL P1ClURE TlCHNICOI.OR. PANAVISION • ~91 ,o

NOW SHOWING
Robert De iro (center), John Aprea (ldt) and B. Kirb , Jr. attend
fe ·tivitie~ in New York's Little Haly in the 19.Z0 · where they "ill hcgin
their a~ccnl Lo power in frand, Ford oppola's "The Godrather, Part
IT" Paramount Piclure • continuation or lh.e Academy Award-winning
o;iginal rHm. Conceived by producer-director Francis Ford Coppola
(,lho, as before, collaborated on the screcnpla)' with Mario Puzo) a a
companion to the original, "The Godfather, Part fl" emelol!s the
Corlcone family in a chroni le that covers almo~l three generaho11 of
ucceSS"ive power. "The Godfolher. Par~ ll," co-produced b ~ray
Frcdcri<'kson and Fred Roo , ~tar Al Pacmo and Robert Duvall, Dmnc
Kenton, Rohe.rl De iro, John Caralc, Talia hire and Lee tra berg.

A1Pam1
~lmfllialfralll

Wmt•tm tmShift
Miqay faa Mariua HiU

.w. wale MidaJV.fiam
Mrs. Devaney (MYRNA LOY, foreground) is jolted out of a pleasant alcoholic haze and her fellow passengers are terrified at their
mid-air collision in Universal's "Airport 1975" with an all•star
cast produced by William Frye, directed by Jack Smight and
filmed in Technicolor and Panavision with Jennings Lang the
executive producer.
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DON'T
MISS
IT!!

"The Greatest Story Ever Told!"
FJR
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COME IN & REGISTER
FOR FREE PRIZES TO BE GIVEN AWAY
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 1st
ONE MAIN PLACE SPORTSWEAR
MADISON L.T.D. SPORTSWEAR
MR. AREF SPORTSWEAR
KENNINGTON SHIRTS
CANTERBURY BELTS
PANTIQUE PANTS

HAGGAR SLACKS
CHIEF APP AREL
TRY I BLOUSES
ARROW SHIRTS
MANN' PANTS
MACK HfflTS
SIRJE

-

BmY BlfflE

RUDOLPH VALENTINO

In

In

'The 4 I-Ios 4 I-for. ·ernen Of
The Apocalypse"

"The Queen OJ Sheba"
1921

1921

AN EXCELLENT AND UNIQUE MIXTURE OF OLD AND NEW FOR THE
YOUNG AND YOUNG AT HEART.
THE PALACE EMPORIUM STARS THE GRESTES NAMES IN THE WORLD
OF STYLES AND FASHIONS FOR BOTH SEXES.
THEPALACEEMPORIUMHASABALCONY, WHERE YOU MIGHT SIP A
COKE AND WATCH OLD TIME SLIENT MOVIES.
.
all.sn.<,c

203 SOUTH MAIN
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